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Foreword 

This data collection has taken the effort of many people. Foremost I want to thank 
David Magnusson and Magnus Sverke. David initiated and led the IDA-program for 
over 30 years until 1996 and laid a solid foundation to the new data collection. The 
unique strength of the new data only emerges when they are combined with the old data 
going back to age 10. Magnus Sverke was responsible for the personal interview 
questionnaire and together with me for the training ofthe interviewers. 

Statistics Sweden was sub contracted to carry out the data collection with Ulla 
Holmgren (now Holmstrom) as their field manager. She conducted the data collection 
very skillfully and the interviewers did a very fine job, achieving a high participation 
rate. 

The data collection was mainly supported through the committee of longitudinal 
research at the Swedish Research Council (main grant holder: Lars R. Bergman). The 
program received some additional financial support from the Orebro County Council. 

I also want to thank the reference group of four IDA participants, which has given us 
valuable comments on the questionnaires. 

Stockholm, September 15,2004 

Lars R. Bergman 
Professor 
Director of IDA 



Introduction 

This is the technical report from the data collection within the IDA program directed to 
the men in the main group at the age of approximately 47- 48. The data collection was 
conducted from November 2002 to February 2003. The primary focus of the data 
collection was Men's Work and Well-Being in a Life-Span Perspective. This report 
includes a brief overview of the IDA program and previous data collections as well as 
more detailed information about the 2003 data collection for men specifically. 

The aim of the data collection is to provide information for a coherent research effort for 
understanding developmental processes in males leading to good or bad adjustment with 
regard to certain aspects of work, mental and physical health, social relations, and 
family life. 

A large number of researchers from psychology and medicine are involved. Together 
they cover a variety of research areas. The site of the program is at the Stockholm 
Laboratory for Developmental Science, Department of Psychology, Stockholm 
University. A variety of researchers from various scientific disciplines are responsible 
for the different areas of IDA program. Because of the diversity of the members who 
belong to the program, research is also carried out at other departments within and 
outside of Sweden. 

The IDA program 

The Individual Development and Adjustment (IDA; Individuell utveckling och miljo) 
program is a prospective, longitudinal program, which was initiated by David 
Magnusson in 1964. The program was led by Magnusson until 1996, when Lars 
Bergman became the principal investigator of the program. 

The IDA program and its database is the foundation for the research program proposed 
here. IDA, has been evaluated both nationally and internationally. The program has been 
recognized as having several key strengths: 

• A coherent theoretical background provided by the holistic-interactionistic 
paradigm. This implies that development is an integrated process between the 
individual and the environment functioning reciprocally, continuously, and 
dynamically. 

• A comprehensive, high quality database that facilitates both general and in-depth 
study of individual development. By gathering information pertinent to that 
developmental time period, the specific character of developmental growth is 
considered. 

• An emergence within the program of a person-oriented methodology, which is 
especially suited to the study of individual development from an interactionistic 
perspective. 

For a review of the IDA-program, see Magnusson and Bergman (1997) and see 
Magnusson (1988). In the last mentioned reference, the interactionistic theoretical 
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framework is also presented and in Bergman, Magnusson, and El-Khouri (2003), the 
person-oriented approach is presented. 

The first data collection was made in 1965 for three complete school-grade cohorts of 
children aged about 10 (grade 3), 13 (grade 6), and 15 (grade 8), respectively. The 
youngest one, called the main group, and the age 13 group in 1965, called the pilot 
group, have been followed up to middle adulthood. Each cohort comprises of 
approximately 1400 boys and girls. During ordinary school hours, information was 
gained from the participants themselves, about intelligence, school performance, school 
adjustment, anxiety, psychosomatic symptoms, harassment by peers and vocational 
preferences. Although information gathered from the participants is valuable, extensive 
information was also collected from other various sources, including: 

• From the teachers. information was collected about, for instance, ratings of 
aggression, motor restlessness, lack of concentration and certain symptoms. 

111 From the parents, information was collected about, for instance, education, 
income, and vocation, conditions of 1 iving, j oint activities, family situation in 
general and problems with the child. 

111 From peers. information was collected about, for instance, social relations. 
11 From tests. information was collected about, for instance, achievement and 

intelligence. 
11 From official records, information was collected about, for instance, school 

marks and number of hours absent from school. 

In the second data collection, three years later when the main group of participants 
were in grade 6 and the pilot group participants in grade 9, approximately the same data 
collection was repeated but with three important additions. For a representative sample 
of ca 240 children from the main group. a medical examination was administered 
including the measurement of the excretion of stress hormones, EEG, and physical 
capacity. This group is called the biomedical sample. A second change was that 
extensive information was collected concerning various aspects of vocational 
preferences. And thirdly, information about self-reported criminality was collected for 
the males in the pilot group. 

During secondary school (grades 7-9). additional data collections were carried out for 
the main group. The same type of data that had previously been collected was collected 
again with the addition of age-relevant data concerning norm breaking and norm groups 
as well as data concerning self-reported physical and psychological symptoms for 
teenage girls. 

During upper secondary school (grades 10-12) additional data collections were 
carried out mostly related to experiences of the school situation and issues of relevance 
to vocational and educational behavior. Ability test data were also collected for those 
students attending the kind of secondary school that prepared them for university 
studies. 
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During early adulthood (age 26) several mail questionnaire surveys were carried out 
directed to different groups, focusing on education, vocation, family, leisure, alcohol 
habits, and work situation. At age 26, the main group was studied in this manner and the 
biomedical sub-sample was also interviewed, medically examined and tested in the 
laboratory. Data was also collected from official records about criminality, alcohol 
abuse and health problems. The participation rate was 85% for the main group. 

During middle adulthood (age 43) a new comprehensive data collection was carried 
out for the women in the main group to study women's work, health and education in a 
life-span perspective. This data collection is also referred to as IDA II. Of the eligible 
women in the main group, 89% participated in the data collection. It contained the 
following: 

(1) A comprehensive personal interview focusing on work, education, and family. 
(2) An intensive psychological and medical investigation including a routine 

medical check-up. 
(3) A study of stress hormone excretion. The hormones were measured at work and 

at home. 
(4) A study of bone density. The investigation was carried out at the county hospital 

(RSO). 

During middle adulthood (age 47) all women in the main group were followed-up 
with a questionnaire distributed by mail. In order to measure the same health-related 
behaviors, the women were asked many of the same questions from the health-related 
questionnaire four years prior. In addition, the women were asked an addition question 
about feeling burned-out. In order to see how the medical examination at age 43 may 
have influenced the women, the women were asked 5 questions from what they 
remembered about the health information to if they thought they had changed their life
style as a consequence of the participation in the medical investigation. A final 
additional section included questions concerning occupations of their parents, paternal 
leave in connection with the birth of their children, and possible time periods of single
parenthood. Of the eligible women in the main sample, 9 0% participated in the data 
collection. 

For detailed descriptions of the earlier data collections during the school years, see 
Magnusson, Duner, and Zetterblom (1975). For detailed descriptions of the earlier data 
collections during the adulthood years, see Magnusson (1988), Magnusson and Bergman 
(1997), Bergman (2000), and Wangby (2004). 

The 2002-2003 Data Collection for Men 

Participation and drop-out 

The males in the main cohort consisted of all boys who were in the school system of 
Orebro in grade 3 during 1965 {n=519). Contrary to the study carried out on main cohort 
women in 1998, boys who moved into the community after 1965 and belonged to the 
main cohort were not included in the new data collection. Since our budget was limited, 
only the original cohort in 1965 was followed up. 
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At the time of data collection, twenty-two men had died, nine men had in earlier data 
collections expressed a wish not to be contacted, eight men had officially emigrated, and 
one man had a protected identity. The remaining (n = 479) were considered to be the 
sample studied. The participation and drop out in the new data collection are reported in 
Table 1. In addition to the dropout reported in the Table, a certain partial dropout 
occurred, especially for the leave-after questionnaires. Partial drop-out is discussed in 
the next section. 

Table 1. Participation and drop out in the new data collection 

Number of men participating Total sample Participation rate % 
393 479 82.0 

The participation rate was 82.0 percent. Of those who dropped out, 62 refused to take 
part, 18 could not be contacted or did not show up for the interview, and four were 
prevented from taking part. Two men were discovered to be outside the sample frame 
since they had emigrated unofficially. In a strict sense, the participation rate is 
somewhat lower than reported in Table 1. The participation rate would be 79.1 percent 
if all living men asked to participate in the IDA project were used. 

Comparisons between the participants and non-participants 

Comparisons between the participants and non-participants were conducted by using 
information about the individuals when they were in grade 6. Four indicators were used 
to see whether there were any major differences between the men choosing to participate 
in the IDA project during 2002/2003 and those who did not. These four indicators were 
Aggressiveness, Total School Grade, Total IQ Score, and Educational Level of the 
Parents. 

For Aggressiveness, Total School Grade, and Total IQ Score, mean and standard 
deviation were calculated for participants and non-participants separately and t-tests 
were conducted to see if the were any significant differences between the means for the 
participants and the means for the non-participants. For Educational Level of the 
Parents, a chi-square test of independence was conducted in order to determine whether 
differences were statistically different between the two groups of men. 

Aggressiveness, total school grade and total IQ score 

Aggressiveness was measured on a scale from 1, low level of aggressiveness, to 7, high 
level of aggressiveness. Total School grade was measured on a scale from 2, poor 
achievement, to 10, good achievement. Total IQ Score was measured on a scale from 0, 
low intelligence, to 240, high intelligence. 
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Table 2. Group differences for aggressiveness between non-participants and participants 

Non-participants {n=104) Participants {n=344) 
~easure A1 SlJ A1 SD df t 
Aggressiveness 3.90 1.73 3.83 1.60 446 0.33 

*p<.05. **p<.Ol. ***p<.OOl. 

In Table 2, means, standard deviations, and t-value for aggressiveness are represented 
for both non-participants and participants. Assuming equal variances, the t-test indicated 
that there was no significant difference between participants and non-participants on 
aggressiveness. 

Table 3. Group differences for total school grade between non-participants and 
participants. 

Non-participants (n=1 05) Participants (n=345) 
Measure A1 SD A1 SlJ df 
Total school grade 5.56 1.78 6.10 1.88 448 -2.62** 
*p<.05. **p<.Ol. ***p<.OOl. 

In Table 3, means, standard deviations, and the t-value for Total School Grade are 
represented for both non-participants and participants. Assuming equal variances, the t
test indicated that the two groups significantly differed from each other based on school 
grades. The difference, however, is small with an effect size being less than 0.30. 

Table 4. Group differences for total IQ score between non-participants and participants 

Non-participants {n=104) Participants (n=343) 
Measure A1 SlJ A1 SlJ df 
Total IQ score 137.75 28.11 148.27 27.29 445 3.42** 

*p<.05. **p<.Ol. ***p<.OOl. 

In Table 4, means, standard deviations, and the t- value for Total IQ Score are 
represented for both non-participants and participants. Assuming equal variances, the t
test indicated that the two groups significantly different from each other based on IQ 
scores. Once again, however, the difference is limited with an effect size being below 
0.40. 
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Educational level of the parents 

Table 5. Prevalence (%) of education level of parents for non-participants and 
participants 

Education level of parents Non- Participants 
participants (n = 336) 

{n=101} 
Received university degree equivalent to B.A. or higher 5 (5.0) 19 (5.7) 

Received university degree lower than a B.A. 3 (3.0) 8 (2.4) 

Completed upper secondary school 2 (2.0) 19 (5.7) 

Vocational training 9 (8.9) 54 (16.1) 

Completed junior secondary school 12 (11.9) 63 (18.9) 

Lower vocational training 35 (34.7) 124 (36.9) 

No vocational training 35 (34.7) 49 (14.6) 

Prevalence o fE ducation 1 evel o fthe participant's parents is shown in Table 5. After 
conducting a between groups comparison to examine differences between participants 
and non-participants with regard to education level of parents, it was clear that there was 
a difference between the groups on their parents educational levels, x2 (6) = 23.64, 
p<.OOl. The most notable difference is that 34.7% of the non-participants had parents 
with no vocational training as compared to the 14.6% of the participants. As a whole, 
the educational level differences between the participants and non-participants were not 
large. 

Considering information presented in Tables 2-5, it can be assumed that participants and 
non-participants are slightly different on some childhood characteristics. Considering, 
the low drop-out in the program, it seems reasonable to assume, however, that for most 
purposes the participants are a fairly representative sample of the whole cohort as 
judged from the comparisons based on school age data. 

Description of the Data Collection 

Collection of the data 

The data collection was carried out during November 2002 to February 2003 when the 
men were approximately 47- 48 years old by Statistics Sweden (SCB). The form of the 
data collection was a personal interview (in eight cases another data collection method 
was used). First, the sampled person was sent by mail an introduction letter together 
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with a small bag of flower seeds. Then the interviewer telephoned the participant in 
order to find an appropriate time for the personal interview, which normally took place 
in the participant's home. If the participant desired, the interview took place at the 
Statistics Sweden offices. The interview took approximately one hour for each 
participant. Within the con text oft his interview, the interviewer asked questions and 
distributed three handout questionnaires and five leave-after questionnaires. The 
participant filled out the handout questionnaires during the interview. After the 
interview, the leave-after questionnaire along with post paid mail envelope were left for 
each participant. The leave-after questionnaires were filled out by the men at their 
leisure after the interview. The personal interview form, hand-outs, and leave-afters are 
described in more detail in the next section. To show our gratitude, those men who 
participated in the project were given a pedometer after their interview. 

Quality control of the data collection 

Quality control was done with SCB:s registers of persons in the sample. Staff from the 
Psychology department at Stockholm University compared the SCB register with the 
persons included in the sample with the IDA register. No deviations were found. The 
manual entry of data was done by the firm Nordic Tabulation in Stockholm. Personnel 
at Stockholm University did all of the following quality controls for each instrument. 
The ten first entries were checked for each questionnaire and all frequencies were 
checked for reasonability. In addition, ten questionnaires were sampled at random and 
their data entries were checked. 

Issues of ethics and confidentiality 

The men were informed that although Statistics Sweden would gather and process their 
information, their data would be transferred immediately thereafter to the IDA program. 
They were also informed in a letter that the data would have personal code numbers, 
which were to be used to simply link past data collected earlier to present data. The 
letter is shown in Appendix A. Participants were also notified that members of the IDA 
program as well as personnel at Statistics Sweden observed professional secrecy, which 
must be observed with regard to all information gathered as a part of the IDA project. 

Longitudinal research requires a certain unique ethical foundation. Issues of ethics, 
confidentiality, and data protection have always been taken very seriously within the 
program. For instance, only code numbers are used on the database with the key in our 
safe. Data about identifiable persons never leave our research group. For further 
information about ethical rules including specific guidelines for research collaboration 
and data preservation, see IDA program brochure entitled Ethical Rules for the 
Research Program Individual Development and Adaptation. 

In 1986, the IDA-program was examined by the ethical committee of the Swedish 
Council for Research in the Humanities and Social Sciences (HSFR) and given a 
positive evaluation. A research permission renewal from the Data Inspection Board was 
also obtained in 1998 and their guidelines continue to be carefully followed. For the 
medical data collection for women, the IDA program has received permission from the 
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ethics committee of the county hospital of Orebro (RSO). In addition, a reference group 
of four participants was formed for the new data collection. These participants were 
active in discussions about the questionnaires. This proved to be useful for the program. 

Partial drop-out 

The partial dropout is described in two ways. For each instrument, the number of 
respondents who answered at least one of the questions is given. The response rate is 
also reported for the number of respondents who answered a chosen question of central 
importance for each instrument. 

Not all men in the sample were given all of the instruments. There were 7 respondents 
who were interviewed over the telephone and 1 respondent who had the interview sent 
to his home residence. These people were given only five handouts/leave-afters. Only 
employed respondents were given the instrument Work related attitudes and 
Experiences and the instrument Experiences of Current Unemployment was given only 
to unemployed and part-time unemployed men. 

In Table 6, the number of respondents who have answered at least one question per 
instrument is presented. In Table 7, the number of respondents for a central question for 
each instrument is shown. In Tables 6 and 7, the number of respondents who were 
given the instrument is noted to the right. 

Table 6. The number of respondents who answered at least one question for every 
instrument 

Instrument Number who answered at least 1 question 
Personal interview 393 of393 

Alcohol & drugs 392 of393 

Physical health 392 of393 

Partner relations 301 of385 

Troubles with neck, shoulder, & back 352 of393 

Feelings & emotions 349 of393 

Work related attitudes & experiences 319of362 

Experiences of current unemployment 18 of20 

Life satisfaction 349 of393 
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Table 7. The number of respondents who answered a central question for every 
instrument 

Instrument 
Personal interview 

Alcohol & drugs 

Physical health 

Partner relations 

Troubles with neck 
shoulder & back 

Feelings & emotions 

Work related 
attitudes & 
experiences 
Experiences of 
current 
unemployment 

Life satisfaction 

Question 
Do you currently live alone or together with 
other people? 

How often do you drink alcohol? 

Do you suffer from allergic eczema? 

Does your partner speak with you about her/his 
problems? 

Have you ever had any problems (aching, pain) 
with your neck? 

In general, how interested [involved] are you? 

How often do you work under unacceptable 
stress? 

Are you full-time or part-time unemployed? 

How satisfied are you with your spare time? 

The men's questionnaires and basic descriptive fmdings 

Answered 
392 of393 

388 of393 

365 of393 

301 of385 

352 of393 

349 of393 

316 of362 

18 of20 

346 of393 

The women's form consisted of more questionnaires and more questions than the men's 
form. For the most part, questions posed to the men were posed to the women. The 
contrary was usually not the case. Although the instruments used for the men's data 
collection were similar to the instruments used for the women in the data collection in 
1998, they are not completely identical. In some cases, it is the actual placement of the 
question in the questionnaire form that is different. Specifically, question 21 in the 
men's questionnaire under section Feelings and Emotions corresponds to question 3 in 
the women's questionnaire Health Related Questions. The questions SJ01a-03a in the 
men's personal interview under section Health corresponds to the women's form 
entitled Some Questions About Work Absence. In yet another case, a word was added. 
The question: How many times have you unintentionally lost 5 kg or more (1 kg ca 2,2 
pounds) was posed to men. The word "unintentionally'' was omitted in the women's 
version of the same question. More detailed information on omitted questions is shown 
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in Appendix B. The following sub-sections in the questionnaires, however, are identical 
for men as well as for women: 

Personal interview: 
Conditions when growing up 
Gender equality 
Financial resources 
Ratings including sense of coherence 
Present occupation 
Work biography 

Handout: 
Partner relations (short)* 

Leave-afters: 
Troubles with neck, shoulder, & back 
Feelings & emotions: PANAS 
Experiences of current unemployment 
Work related attitudes/experiences: Time pressure, work situation, leadership, 
social support, & job satisfaction 
Life satisfaction [Life-line**]: Life-line & questions about your childhood 

In other cases, the men's version of certain handouts has added questions that are not 
present in the women's handouts. These questions in the given handouts are asked to 
men but not to women: 

Alcohol & Drugs 
Alcohol: 15 
Tobacco: 20 

Physical Health 
Allergies: 3 & 4 
Subjective health: 12a-r 
Illnesses: 5r-x 

English translations of the questions for each section, the specific codes for each 
question, and the actual placement numbers of the questions for the 2002-2003 data 
collection for men are presented in Appendix C. Means, standard deviations, minimum 
and maximum values as well as the number of participants who answered the specific 
question are also shown. 

*The men's questionnaire in section Partner relations is a shorter 5-item version of the 
women's questionnaire sub-section Partner relations in the section Social relations. The 
questions 1 to 5 in the men's questionnaire correspond to questions 17, 18, 19, 22, & 23 
in the women's questionnaire. 

**Sub-sections Livslinje (Life-line) and Fragor om din barndom (Questions about your 
childhood) are included in both the women's and men's questionnaires but question 
placement was slightly different. These sections are presented under the section Life 
satisfaction for men and under the section Life-line for women. 
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Appendix A 

MANS ARBETE OCH V ALBEFINNANDE I ETT LIVSPERSPEKTIV 

Bit IIY undersokltiltg illom Orebroprojektet i samarbete med Orebro IililS laltdstiltg 
oclz 8_tatistiska celttralbyran 

Niir Du gick i slcolan i Orebro deltog Du tillsammans med alia andra bam i Din Arskurs i det s k 
Orebroprojektet (projektet kallas idag for IDA). IDA-programmet ar ett av Sverlges stOrsta och 
intemationellt mest kinda forskningsprojekt. Nu ar det dags lor en ny datainsamling inom projektet, 
riktad till mannen. Vi vill med undersokningen bidra till okad kunskap om vad som formar 
mans arbete ocb h!ilsa i fyrtioArsMdem. (Se bifogad broschyr for ytterligare information). 

En personlig intervju 

Vi vill gora en personlig intervju med Dig om bland annat Dina erfarenheter av atbetslivet, · sociala 
relationer, fritidsaktiviteter, h!ilsa osv. Vi vill intervjua er alia - oavsett om man har atbete eller inte, 
om man ar ensamst!ende eller samboende, om nian mAr bra eller d!ligt. En av Statistiska centralbydns 
(SCB:s) intervjuare kommer att kontakta Dig nAgon gAng under de narmaste mAnadema angAende denna 
intervju. Den brukar ta ca timme. Din medverkan ar naturligtvis frivillig men ar mycket viktig. Du kan 
inte erslittas med nAgon annan. Som tack for att du ar med ftr Du en liten gAva. 

Sekretess mm 

De uppgifter Du llimnar behandlas stri!ngt konfideritiellt. Inga andra lin undersokningsledningen i 
Stockholm ftr ~ del av uppgifterna. Alia som atbetar med undersokningen bar tystnadsplikt. Lagen om 
statistiksekretess (SFS 1980:100) garanterar att uppgiftema skyddas. lnga namn eller personnummer 
registreras - endast kodnummer. lnga uppgifter om enskilda personei sprids, presenteras eller publiceras. 

Undersokningsledningen 

.SCB:s undersokningsledare ar Ulla Holmgren. Hon kontaktas i lorsta hand lor fi!gor kring 
datainsamlingen. Ytterligare information angAende·sjlilva undersokningen llimnas av den vetenskaplige 
ledaren professor Lars R. Bergman. 

Vlinliga halsningar 

Lars R. Bergman 
Professor, vetenskaplig ledare 
Stockholms Universitet 
Tel: 08/16 39 65 
c-mai\: lrb@psychology.su.se 
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AppendixB 

Table Bl. Women's questions that are omitted in the men's questionnaire 

Section 
Housing conditions 

Family/Relocations 

Spare-time activities 

# 
30 
31a 
31b 
32 
33 
N6a 
N6b 
N6c 
N7a 
N7b 
39 
41 

22 
23 

Question 
When did you move into your present home? Year & month. 
What type of a kitchen do you have in your home? 
How many rooms excluding kitchen make up your home? 
How large is your home in square meters (living space)? 
Do you live in a one-family dwelling or in a multiple-family dwelling? 
In your home, do you have a computer that you own or can use? 
How many hours a week approximately do you spend with your computer at home? Hrs per week. 
Do you use the home computer for your work, for private use or both? 
Is there a cellular telephone that you can use or own in your home? 
About how many hours and minutes per week do you use your cellular telephone? Hrs-min per week. 
Who owns the home that you are living in? 
Do you own your house, or own your apartment (cooperative) or rent? 

What is the highest educational level of your partner? 
If children living at home are 10 years old or younger, the participant was asked several sub-questions about the 
child' s/children' s health and supervision. 

190a Did you take a trip/vacation this year (or any type of recreational trip) during 1997? 
190b What did you do for your trip/trips during 1997? 
191a-b Did you spend any time during 1997 in your cabin, lodge, or summerhouse? How many weeks? 
N43a During the past 12 months, have you done any gardening? 
N43b During the past 12 months, have you walked in the woods/forest (ex. view nature, pick mushrooms/berries)? 
N43c During the past 12 months, have you enjoyed walking of another type? 
N43d During the past 12 months, have you done any sport fishing? 
N43e During the past 12 months, have you hiked in the mountains? 
N43f During the past 12 months, have you gone out on a recreational boat? 
N43g During the past 12 months, have you done any hunting? 

I 

w 
I 



Table BJ continued. 
N43h 
N43i 
N43j 
N44a 
N44b 
N44c 
N44d 
N44e 
N44f 
N44g 
N44h 
N44i 
N44j 
N44k 
N441 
N44m 
N44n 
N45a 
N45b 

N45c 

N46a 
N46b 

Political affiliation 200b 

201 

F202b 
F203 

During the past 12 months, have you swam at a water-park or outside? 
During the past 12 months, have you done a sport or another type of exercise outside? 
During the past 12 months, have you done a sport or another type of exercise inside? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to the movies? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to the theatre? 
In the last 12 months, have you one to a concert and listened to live music? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to a art exhibit/art museum? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to another museum? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to a restaurant (pub, cafe) for fun? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to a church service? 
In the last 12 months, have you observed a team sporting event (football, soccer, ice-hockey, handball, etc)? 
In the last 12 months, have you observed another sport? 
In the last 12 months, have you played bingo or played video games at a gaming facility? 
In the last 12 months, have you gone to the library? 
In the last 12 months, have you taken part in a study circle or course? 
In the last 12 months, have you danced folkdance, ballet (even jazz ballet or similar)? 
In the last 12 months, have you danced at a disco or club? 
Have you in the last 12 months during your free time, read a book? 
Have you in the last 12 months during your free time, read a newspaper, like scientific magazines, organizational 
newspapers, or cultural magazines (not study literature or magazines pertaining to your work)? 
Have you in the last 12 months during free time, read a weekly newspaper (family/women's/men's magazine, 
comic)? 
Do you usually during your free-time, play some kind of musical instrument? 
Do you usually during your free-time, sing in a group, sing in a choir? 

Which organization/labor union do you belong to (Central organization must be given, ex. LO, SACO is not 
enough)? 
One belongs to a union for different reasons. What would you say is the most important reason for your 
membership? 
During the last year, have you been to a union organized meeting? 
Have you o_r_ have_yo~reviQ11~ly had a pgsition in any union or union affiliated organization? 

l 

-1>-
1 



Table Bl continued. 

Life satisfaction 

Life-line 

Physical health: 
Allergies 

Menstruation 

Cancer 
Drugs 

F204a 
F204b 
F205b 
F207a 
F207b 
F208a 

208b 
215a 
215b 
215c 

le-g 
2c-g 
3c-g 
4c-g 
5e-g 

3 
4 

3 

4 
5 

Are you politically affiliated or a member of a political party? 
Do you presently have or have you ever had a position in any political organization or association? 
Have you been to a political meeting or gathering during the last year? 
Did you vote in the 1994 election? 
Are you planning on voting in the 1998 election this fall? 
Do you belong to any other type of organization or association (all types of organizations should be included, like 
sport organizations, alcoholics anonymous, environmental clubs, free church, apartment collective, hobby clubs, 
retiree organizations, motor club organizations)? 
How often do you take part in the organization's activities on average? 
Some say there are different social groups or social classes. Do you feel that you belong to the working class? 
Do you feel that you belong to the middle class? 
Do you feel that you belong to the upper class? 

Additional questions pertaining to work conditions 
Additional questions pertaining to spare-time 
Additional questions pertaining to family life 
Additional questions pertaining to relations to friends and acquaintances 
Additional questions pertaining to life in general 

How have things changed during the last 6 months? 
How "do you feel" things will turn out in the coming 6 months? 

Do you have your ears pierced? 

Do you have any household pets? 
Did you have any pets at home while you were growing up (up to 20 years of age)? 
15 questions pertaining to menstruation, premenstrual symptoms, menstrual cessation, menstrual regularity, & 
general menstrual symptoms. 
3 questions asking about self-check breast exams, regular mammography, and gynecological check-ups. 
3 questions asking what ~ of sedatives, painkillers, and vitamin supplements have been used in the last 3 months 
by the participant. 

I 

Lr1 
I 



Table Bl continued. 
Education 

Student form 
KSP 
How I usually feel 
Memory test 
Security 
Life goals & future 
Experiences & feelings 
Womanly identity 
Medical form 
Household duties 
Viewofwork 

51 Have you received, for the most part, your education in Sweden? 
Nl Oc During your gymnasium (bighschool!jr.college ), did you have a study break that lasted at least 1 semester? 
Nl Od During your gymnasium years, did you change your major subject of study? 
Nll a Would you say that you chose or that something else (life situation, another person, etc) steered you to study that 

specific subject area? 
63a-d 4 questions pertaining to other education (non-university) that lasted at least 6 months. 

4 questions pertaining to when you were in 6th grade [arskurs 6]. 
Karolinska Scale ofPersonality: 135 questions 
Psychological Immune System Inventory: 80 questions 
5 memory tasks and 3 control questions about stress, sleeping aids/pills, and sedatives. 
Questions focused on the past 12 months about fear, threats, dangers, etc. 
Questions focused on values, goal strivings, goal importance, goal achievement, and life satisfaction. 
Perceived Stress Scale: 8 questions pertaining thoughts, feelings, and experiences during the last month. 
32 questions about how you see yourself as a woman and how womanly you think you should be 
39 questions about diet, activity, pregnancy & prevention, abortions, miscarriages, menopause, & hormones 
7 questions pertaining to the balance of work/home, childcare, chores at home, etc. 
Questions focused on the general meaning of your work. 

I 

0\ 
I 



AppendixC 

Note that some of the open-answer questions are omitted from this list. The minimum and maximum values shown correspond to values given by the 
respondent, where the possible range of values can be broader than the actual values obtained. The questions are slightly abbreviated but a complete 
Swedish version is available at the Department of Psychology at Stockholm University. In the complete version, all of the open-answer questions are 
included. For questions requiring an answer in the form of months and years, specific codes have been used. Researchers interested in those questions 
are referred to the Department of Psychology for further information. 

Table Cl. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the personal interview. 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 

SCBIDAT Date for the interview, month, day 389 102 1230 
SCBPOSTN Postal code 377 11242 90441 
SCBTELE Telephone number 12 
SCBITYP Type of interview 392 1.02 0.14 1 2 
SCBIA la Were both your parents Swedish citizens when you were born? 392 1.06 0.33 1 3 
SCBlC lc What language was spoken mostly in your home when you grew up, that is until 17 1.88 1.93 1 8 

you were 16 years old? 
SCB9 9 Do you have or have you had any siblings? 393 3.51 3.01 1 9 
SCB9A 9 How many siblings? Include deceased siblings. 340 2.09 1.40 1 11 
SCBNl Nl How many of your siblings are or were older than you? 339 1.14 1.03 0 5 
SCBN2 N2 Do you have or have you had a twin brother/ twin sister? 338 1.98 0.13 1 2 
SCBlOA lOa Did you have or did anybody else in your family have a physical or mental 390 1.77 0.42 1 2 

illness that was serious or lasted at least a year? 
SCBlOBl lOb The respondent had such a disease 14 1.00 0.00 1 1 
SCB10B2 lOb One or more of the respondent's siblings had such a disease 13 2.00 0.00 2 2 
SCBIOB4 lOb The respondent's mother had such a disease 42 4.00 0.00 4 4 
SCBIOB8 lOb The respondent's father had such a disease 31 8.00 0.00 8 8 
SCB10Bl6 lOb Did another member of your family have such a disease? Who was it? 1 
SCBll 11 Did your family have an economically difficult situation when you grew up? 389 2.70 0.56 1 3 
SCB13 13 Did serious conflicts take place in your family when you grew up? 390 2.72 0.67 1 3 

~ 

...... 
I 



Table CI continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB17A 17a When you attended upper level of compulsory school, did you for the larger part 390 1.26 0.44 1 2 

of this period have a room of your own? 
SCB17B 17b When you attended upper level of compulsory school, how often did you get 385 3.24 1.12 1 5 

help with your schoolwork from parents or siblings? 
SCB18 18 Do you now live alone or together with other people? 392 1.83 0.37 1 2 
SCB18ANT 18A The number of persons the respondent lives together with. 330 2.55 1.15 0 6 
SCB18A1F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with 327 5967.16 1058.84 68 9407 
SCB18A1K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with 326 1.94 0.25 1 2 
SCB18B1 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent. 327 1.46 0.78 1 9 
SCB18C1 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time 326 6919.17 3238.70 4 9912 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
SCB18A2F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with 254 8609.54 859.52 90 9912 
SCB18A2K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with 252 1.37 0.48 1 2 
SCB18B2 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent 253 3.09 0.29 3 4 
SCB18C2 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time 254 8508.26 1488.37 4 9912 I 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. a; 
SCB18A3F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with 186 8499.75 1846.12 8 9711 I 

SCB18A3K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with 186 1.49 0.50 1 2 
SCB18B3 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent 185 3.10 0.89 1 14 
SCB18C3 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time 186 8291.16 2378.47 2 9911 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
SCB18A4F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with 57 8659.02 2120.93 2 9911 
SCB18A4K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with 57 1.44 0.50 1 2 
SCB18B4 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent 57 3.21 1.37 1 13 
SCB18C4 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time 57 8418.53 2622.50 2 9911 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
SCB18A5F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with 10 7366.30 3878.82 0 9809 
SCB18A5K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with 10 1.50 0.53 1 2 
SCB18B5 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent 10 4.20 3.12 3 13 
SCB18C5 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time 10 6626.80 4458.86 112 9809 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB18A6F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with 5 3826.40 5185.40 3 9605 
SCB18A6K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with 5 1.60 0.55 1 2 
SCB18B6 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent 5 5.00 4.47 3 13 
SCB18C6 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time 5 3845.80 5168.18 3 9605 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
SCB18A7F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18A7K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18B7 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18C7 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time Variable missing for all cases 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
SCB18A8F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18A8K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18B8 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18C8 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time Variable missing for all cases 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
I 

SCB18A9F 18A Birth year and month for the person the respondent shares a household with Variable missing for all cases ..... 
1.0 

SCB18A9K 18A The sex of the person the respondent shares a household with Variable missing for all cases I 

SCB18B9 18B The relationship the person has to the respondent Variable missing for all cases 
SCB18C9 18C How long have you been sharing the same household? Count from the last time Variable missing for all cases 

cohabitation was interrupted. Year and month. 
SCB20A1 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently a full-time employee (regardless of sick-leave, 297 1.45 0.50 1 2 

maternity-leave, leave for studies etc.)? 
SCB20A2 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently a part-time employee (regardless of sick leave, 290 1.68 0.47 1 2 

maternity leave, leave for studies etc.)? 
SCB20A3 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently a farmer? 289 1.99 0.10 1 2 
SCB20A4 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently working at least 1 hour/day on a farm 289 1.99 0.08 1 2 

belonging to a member of the family? 
SCB20A5 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently working in a company owned by wholly or 289 1.92 0.28 1 2 

partly by herself/himself? 
SCB20A6 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently working at least 1 hour/day in a company 288 1.98 0.13 1 2 

owned wholly or partly by a family member? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB20A7 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently self-employed, works as a free lance or has an 290 1.96 0.20 1 2 

extra job or sideline? 
SCB20A8 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently looking for or waiting for a job, is unemployed 289 1.94 0.23 1 2 

or has been laid off? 
SCB20A9 20a Is your wife/cohabitant retired (including if she/he has temporary disability 289 1.97 0.16 1 2 

pension or partial pension)? 
SCB20A10 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently doing military service? 289 2.00 0.06 1 2 
SCB20A11 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently studying (including municipal adult education 289 1.93 0.25 1 2 

and labor market training)? 
SCB20A12 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently taking care of your household full-time? 290 1.34 0.48 1 2 
SCB20A13 20a Is your wife/cohabitant currently doing something else than the above 279 1.99 0.12 1 2 

mentioned? 
SCB20AH 20a What is your wife's! cohabitant's main occupation? 186 2.06 2.11 1 12 
SCB20B 20b If your wife/cohabitant runs a business or is a farmer does she/he have any 26 1.35 0.69 1 4 

employees? I 

SCB20C 20c If your wife/ cohabitant is a farmer how large is the farm in measured in hectare 4 1.50 0.58 1 2 N 
0 

(1 hectare~ 2,47 acres)? 
I 

SCB21A 21a How many hours a week does your wife/cohabitant currently work? 270 35.84 9.90 0 80 
SCB24A 24A Do you have any children who are not living with you now? Include decreased, 392 1.58 0.49 1 2 

adopted, & stepchildren. Not foster children unless you count them as your own. 
SCB24B 24B How many of your children do not currently live together with you? 163 1.79 0.89 1 6 
SCBN5A N5a Do you have any deceased children? 388 1.97 0.17 1 2 
SCB25 25 Have you previously been married or cohabitating with somebody in at least 6 390 4.63 3.27 1 8 

months? 
SCB27A 27a Have you been living in the same locality during the last 10 years, that is, since 392 1.26 0.44 1 2 

1992? Disregard if you temporarily have been living in another area. 
SCB27B 27b How many different places have you been living in during the past 10 years? 73 2.12 0.93 1 7 
SCB28B 28b How far away (1 mil= 10km) do you now live from your childhood home (until 391 2.33 1.61 1 8 

you were 16 years old)? 
SCBN8A N8a Did you complete the last year of compulsory school? 393 1.03 0.17 1 2 
SCBN8AKL N8a In what grade of compulsory school did you stop going to school? 11 8.18 0.60 7 9 



Table CJ continued N M SD Min Max 
SCBN8D N8d fu what year did you complete your compulsory school education? 378 70.93 0.41 69 72 
SCBN8E N8e Did you enjoy going to compulsory school? 393 2.20 1.02 1 5 
SCB55 55 Did you attend upper secondary school [gymnasium] or do you attend upper 329 1.01 0.11 1 3 

secondary school currently? Disregard municipal adult education. 
SCBN9A N9a Did you go directly to upper secondary school after compulsory school? 329 1.11 0.43 1 3 
SCBN9B N9b Were you accepted at the upper secondary school of your first choice? [fu 325 1.24 0.43 1 2 

Sweden some schools offer vocational training, others prepare for university] 
SCB57 57 For how many whole school years did you attend upper secondary school? 322 2.59 1.01 0 7 
SCB58 58 What kind of upper secondary school did you attend? 327 5.32 3.48 1 11 
SCBN10A N10a How did it come about that you got this kind of education? Was it your own 328 1.31 0.48 1 3 

choice or were other circumstances in your life decisive? 
SCBN10B N10b How satisfied were you as a whole with the education? 329 3.84 1.09 1 5 
SCB59A 59 a Did you complete the last year of upper secondary school? 329 1.09 0.28 1 2 
SCB59B 59b fu what year did you stop attending upper secondary school (disregarding 327 73.87 2.11 70 93 

whether your education was complete or not)? I 
SCB60A 60a Have you attended or do you now attend municipal adult education? 392 2.55 0.83 1 3 ~ 
SCBN11B N11b How satisfied were/are you with your municipal adult education? 88 4.27 0.97 0 5 I 

SCB60C 60c Did the municipal adult education lead to a degree [exam]? 85 1.65 0.48 1 2 
SCB60D 60d What kind of degree did you obtain after you finished your municipal adult 30 4.20 0.81 2 5 

education? 
SCB60E 60e When did you complete your municipal adult education? Are you still attending 31 75.81 21.05 0 99 

this education? 
SCB61A1 61a Have you studied or do you study at a university or university college? 391 0.41 0.49 0 1 
SCB61A2 6la Have you studied or do you study at a university/college? 391 0.02 0.13 0 1 
SCB61A3 61a Have you studied or do you study at a university/college? 391 0.58 0.49 0 1 
SCB61B 6lb Do you have a university degree equivalent to a B.A. or a lower university 164 1.71 0.46 1 2 

degree? 
SCB61C 61c What year did you receive your university degree? 116 80.27 15.88 0 99 
SCB61DHE 6ld How many semesters have you studied full-time at university/college? 138 6.57 4.00 0 20 
SCB61DHA 61d How many semesters have you studied part-time at university/college? 72 2.89 3.34 0 15 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB61E 61e How many full-time courses with a duration of one semester have you 145 123.82 94.60 1 430 

completed, alternatively how many credits have you taken? 
SCBN12A N12a How did it come about that you got this kind of education? Was it your own 165 1.18 0.38 1 2 

choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN12B N12b How satisfied were you generally with the education? 165 4.13 1.06 1 5 
SCB62 62 Have you attended any other school education or vocational training that counted389 1.64 0.48 1 2 

as full-time (lasted at least 6 months)? 
SCBN80 N80 In its entirety, what is your highest level of education? 393 7.02 2.94 1 11 
SCBN15 N15 Ifyou think of all the education you have completed, are you generally satisfied? 392 3.76 1.14 1 5 
SCBN16 N16 If you think of all the education you have completed, has it been useful for you? 393 4.01 1.12 1 5 
SCBN17A N17 A Comparing with the plans you made when you were younger, have you obtained 393 2.26 1.28 1 4 

the education you wanted? 
SCBN17B N17B Ifyou have achieved your educational goal, what was it that helped you? 112 1.00 0.00 1 1 
SCBN17C N17C If you did not achieve your educational goal, what was it that prevented you? 83 1.00 0.00 1 1 
SCBN18A N18a Are you planning to attend any further education? 392 3.00 0.91 1 4 I 
SCBN18B N18b What type of education are you planning to attend? 92 3.34 0.92 1 4 N 

N 

SCB71A 71a Have you ever had any work that lasted at least 6 months? 391 1.00 0.05 1 2 I 

SCB71B 71b What year did your first job start that lasted at least 6 months? 392 74.21 4.63 3 86 
SCB71C 71c Do you still have the same work? 392 1.93 0.25 1 2 
SCB75 75 Regarding your first job that lasted at least 6 months, were you an employee, did 366 1.00 0.05 1 2 

you run your own company or were you a farmer? 
SCB76A 76a Were you employed in the public sector? 366 1.78 0.42 1 2 
SCBN19 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 364 1.41 0.50 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN20 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 366 4.20 0.91 1 5 
SCBN21 N21 During this period of your life apart from what main work also do anything else? 194 2.47 4.16 0 14 
SCB79 79 When did the period [where you had a work that lasted at least 6 months] end? 354 77.26 9.58 0 99 
SCB80B1 SOB What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 362 5.09 5.42 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80Al 80A When did the next period when you were mainly occupied by the same thing for 365 77.57 8.73 0 99 

at least 6 months? 



Table CJ continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB81P1 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the363 73.10 22.41 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P1 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 169 2.40 3.80 0 14 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E1 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 280 1.72 0.45 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCBN19P1 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 344 1.24 0.44 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN20P1 N20 How satisfied were you generally with this period of your life? 348 4.07 1.12 1 5 
SCB80B2 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you for at least 6 329 3.81 4.71 1 14 

months did something that mainly occupied your time? 
SCB80A2 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by 334 78.69 12.92 0 99 

the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P2 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the332 75.56 22.94 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
I 

SCBN21P2 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 162 2.52 3.91 0 14 N 
w 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? I 

SCB80E2 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 278 1.68 0.47 1 2 
thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 

SCBN19P2 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 316 1.22 0.43 1 3 
your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 

SCBN20P2 N20 How satisfied were you generally with this period of your life? 321 4.12 1.05 1 5 
SCB80B3 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 306 3.50 4.31 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A3 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by 309 80.48 15.21 0 99 

the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P3 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 309 73.10 28.90 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P3 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 141 1.95 3.68 0 14 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB80E3 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 261 1.69 0.46 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCBN19P3 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 294 1.17 0.39 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN20P3 N20 How satisfied were you generally with this period of your life? 294 4.18 1.07 1 5 
SCB80B4 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 265 3.17 4.05 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A4 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by 268 81.89 18.15 0 99 

the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P4 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 267 66.49 34.66 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P4 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 124 2.24 3.91 0 14 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E4 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 226 1.77 0.42 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months were you employed in the public sector? I 
SCBN19P4 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 260 1.14 0.37 1 3 N 

+:'-

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? I 

SCBN20P4 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 260 4.23 1.05 1 5 
SCB80B5 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 214 2.95 3.66 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A5 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by 216 80.73 22.76 0 99 

the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P5 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the215 64.33 36.31 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P5 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 105 2.09 3.61 0 12 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E5 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 186 1.69 0.46 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCBN19P5 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 209 1.17 0.39 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCBN20P5 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 212 4.15 1.14 1 5 
SCB80B6 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 161 3.21 3.93 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A6 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by 162 80.65 24.38 0 99 

the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P6 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 160 67.40 35.90 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P6 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 81 2.33 3.67 0 14 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E6 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 39 1.61 0.49 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCBN19P6 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 154 1.16 0.40 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN20P6 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 151 4.24 1.04 1 5 
SCB80B7 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 128 3.50 4.15 1 14 I 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? N 
Ln 

SCB80A7 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by 130 80.36 26.08 0 99 I 

the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P7 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 130 68.99 36.41 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P7 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by 66 3.03 4.40 0 14 

the same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E7 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 107 1.62 0.49 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCBN19P7 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 125 1.11 0.32 1 2 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN20P7 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 125 4.26 1.06 1 5 
SCB80B8 SOB What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 104 3.42 4.02 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A8 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 105 81.97 26.84 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB81P8 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 102 66.57 39.12 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCBN21P8 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 48 2.42 4.12 0 14 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E8 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 92 1.60 0.49 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCBN19P8 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 105 1.20 0.40 1 2 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCBN20P8 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 105 4.09 1.13 1 5 
SCB80B9 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 83 3.76 4.34 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A9 80A When did the next period start when you were mainly occupied by the same thing 85 73.12 36.74 0 99 

for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P9 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 84 55.39 42.71 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? I 

SCBN21P9 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 33 2.12 3.56 0 12 N 
~ 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? I 

SCB80E9 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 68 1.59 0.50 1 2 
thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 

SCBN19P9 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 81 1.20 0.40 1 2 
your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 

SCBN20P9 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 81 4.10 1.14 1 5 
SCB80Bl0 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 62 3.13 4.00 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A10 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 64 70.72 39.29 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P10 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 63 56.73 42.87 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P10 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 27 2.04 2.90 0 7 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB80E10 80 E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 57 1.67 0.48 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCN19P10 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 63 1.14 0.35 1 2 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P10 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 64 3.95 1.21 1 5 
SCB80Bll 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 42 3.83 4.28 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A11 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 43 73.95 38.32 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P11 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 41 52.29 44.72 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P11 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 17 3.29 4.28 0 12 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E11 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 34 1.65 0.49 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? I 

SCN19P11 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 42 1.17 0.38 1 2 
N 
-....) 

your own choice or were other circumstances of another person, decisive? 
I 

SCN20P11 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 42 4.14 1.05 1 5 
SCB80B12 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 33 3.85 4.49 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A12 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 33 59.55 45.23 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P12 81 When did you stop that period (work)? 33 51.85 44.64 0 99 
SCN21P12 N21 Did you during that period something else to do besides your primary/main work? 7 3.00 5.51 0 14 
SCB80E12 80E Did your workplace belong to the public sector? 25 1.56 0.51 1 2 
SCN19P12 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 32 1.34 0.55 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P12 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period? 32 3.59 1.60 1 5 
SCB80B13 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 23 6.17 5.18 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB80A13 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 24 67.33 43.22 1 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P13 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 23 59.22 45.96 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P13 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 7 2.43 3.10 0 7 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E13 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 16 1.62 0.50 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCN19P13 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 23 1.17 0.39 1 2 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P13 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period? 22 4.18 0.91 2 5 
SCB80B14 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 20 3.80 3.53 1 11 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A14 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 20 67.05 44.34 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? I 

SCB81P14 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 20 37.00 45.48 0 99 N 
co 

same thing for at least 6 months? I 

SCN21P14 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 5 1.40 2.19 0 5 
same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 

SCB80E14 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 17 1.53 0.51 1 2 
thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 

SCN19P14 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period? Was it your own 20 1.40 0.50 1 2 
choice or were other circumstances decisive? 

SCN20P14 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 20 3.30 1.38 1 5 
SCB80B15 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 15 5.80 5.51 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A15 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 15 45.80 49.73 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P15 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 14 27.71 38.27 2 98 

same thing for at least 6 months? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCN21P15 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 4 1.25 2.50 0 5 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E15 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 12 1.42 0.51 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCN19P15 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 14 1.43 0.65 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P15 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 14 3.50 1.45 1 5 
SCB80B16 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 5 4.40 5.64 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A16 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 5 59.60 52.58 2 98 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P16 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 5 43.80 50.14 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P16 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 2 0.00 0.00 0 0 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
I 

SCB80E16 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 5 1.40 0.55 1 2 N 
1..0 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? I 

SCN19P16 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 5 1.60 0.89 1 3 
your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 

SCN20P16 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 5 2.80 0.45 2 3 
SCB80B17 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 3 1.00 0.00 1 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A17 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 3 65.67 56.87 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P17 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 3 33.67 56.59 0 99 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P17 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 1 0.00 0.00 0 0 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E17 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 3 1.33 0.58 1 2 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 



Table Cl continued N M SD 
SCN19P17 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 3 1.67 1.15 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P17 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 3 4.33 0.58 
SCB80B18 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 3 1.00 0.00 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A18 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 3 33.67 56.59 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P18 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 2 1.50 0.71 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P18 N21 Did you duringthenextperiod ofyou life when you were mainly occupied by the 2 5.50 7.78 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E18 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 3 1.33 0.58 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCN19Pl8 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 3 1.00 0.00 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P18 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 3 4.67 0.58 
SCB80B19 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 2 1.00 0.00 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A19 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 2 1.50 0.71 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P19 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 2 1.50 0.71 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P19 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the Variable missing for all cases 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80El9 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 2 1.50 0.71 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCN19Pl9 N19 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 2 1.00 0.00 

your own choice or were circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P19 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 2 4.00 1.41 

Min Max 
1 3 

4 5 
1 1 

0 99 

2 

0 11 

2 

4 5 
1 1 

2 

2 

2 

3 5 

I 
w 
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I 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB80B20 80B What did you do during the next period of your life when you were mainly 2 7.50 9.19 1 14 

occupied by the same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB80A20 80A When did the next period of your life start when you were mainly occupied by the 2 1.50 0.71 1 2 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCB81P20 81 When did the next period of your life end when you were mainly occupied by the 2 6.50 6.36 2 11 

same thing for at least 6 months? 
SCN21P20 N21 Did you during the next period of you life when you were mainly occupied by the 1 11.00 0.00 11 11 

same thing for at least 6 months also do anything else? 
SCB80E20 80E During the next period of your life when you were mainly occupied by the same 2 1.00 0.00 

thing for at least 6 months, were you employed in the public sector? 
SCN19P20 Nl9 How did it come about that you did this during this period of your life? Was it 2 2.00 1.41 1 3 

your own choice or were other circumstances decisive? 
SCN20P20 N20 How satisfied were you as a whole with this period of your life? 2 3.50 0.71 3 4 
SCB110B1 11 Ob Are you presently a full-time employee? 383 1.27 0.45 1 2 
SCB110B2 11 Ob Are you presently a part-time employee? 366 1.96 0.19 1 2 

I 
SCB110B3 11 Ob Are you presently running a farm? 372 1.98 0.14 1 2 w 

~ 

SCB110B4 llOb Do you presently help at least 1 hr/day on a farm belonging to a family member? 371 2.00 0.05 1 2 I 

SCB110B5 11 Ob Are you currently running a company owned entirely or partly by yourself? 378 1.79 0.41 1 2 
SCB110B6 110b Do you presently help at least 1 hr/day in a company owned by a family member? 371 2.00 0.05 1 2 
SCB110B7 110b Are you presently self-employed, working freelance, or working an extra job? 374 1.93 0.25 1 2 
SCB110B8 11 Ob Are you now looking/waiting for employment, unemployed or laid off? 372 1.95 0.23 1 2 
SCB110B9 11 Ob Do you presently have a pension (also disability pension or part time pension)? 373 1.96 0.19 1 2 
SC110B11 11 Ob Are you presently studying (include adult education and labor market training)? 371 1.96 0.19 1 2 
SC110B12 11 Ob Are you currently taking care of your household full-time? 370 1.42 0.49 1 2 
SC110B13 11 Ob Are you presently doing anything else than the above mentioned? Specify. 357 1.98 0.13 1 2 
SCB110BH 11 Ob What is your main present occupation? 164 2.18 2.33 1 11 
SCB85 85 What year did your current employer hire you? 292 68.18 36.03 0 99 
SCB113 113 Are you a permanent employee or a temporary employee? 291 1.03 0.18 1 2 
SCB86 86 How many employees are there at your work place? 292 4.86 1.81 1 8 
SCB114A 114a Are you a supervisor of any kind? 292 1.60 0.49 1 2 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB114B 114b How many employees are subordinate to you? 114 33.25 117.21 0 1000 
SCB117 117 To what degree do you, in your daily work, use what you have learned during your291 2.05 1.22 1 5 

education or in previous employments? 
SCB121 121 What are your regular working hours or shifts? 290 1.53 1.23 1 5 
SCB123 123 How many hours is your ordinary workweek? 292 39.49 5.39 0 60 
SCBN81 N81 What is the ordinary extent of your work in terms of % of full time? 285 98.77 8.86 50 150 
SCB124A 124a Would you prefer to work more or fewer hours than you do now, assuming that 291 1.19 0.44 1 3 

your salary would change accordingly? 
SCB124B 124b How many hrs/week would suit you best? 52 32.94 6.64 20 55 
SCBN28A N28a Is your workplace flexible in a manner that enables you to work wholly or partly 284 1.32 0.47 I 2 

in several different places? 
SCBN28B1 N28b Do you mainly work at the workplace that your employer provides? 200 0.78 0.42 0 
SCBN28B2 N28b Do you mainly do your work in your own flat/house? 200 0.16 0.36 0 
SCBN28B3 N28b Do you mainly do your work in space provided by your clients/customers? 200 0.34 0.47 0 
SCBN28B4 N28b Do you mainly do your work during travels? 200 0.15 0.36 0 
SCBN28B5 N28b Do you mainly do your work in another public space (cafe/restaurant, airport, 200 0.08 0.27 0 1 

I 
w 
N 

outside)? I 

SCBN28C N28c If your work is mainly done in your home, how is your work area arranged? 63 2.00 0.80 1 3 
SCBN29A N29a Are you able to choose (almost) completely when during a 24 hr. period you want 290 1.72 0.45 1 2 

to work? 
SCBN29BB N29b During a 24-hour period when does your work begin? 76 7.41 1.78 0 10 
SCBN29BS N29b During a 24-hour period when does your work end? 76 17.22 2.22 9 23 
SCB29BB2 N29b During a 24-hour period when does your work begin? 4 13.75 6.02 6 19 
SCB29BS2 N29b During a 24-hour period when does your work end? 4 15.75 9.91 1 22 
SCB125 125 How many days of vacation are you entitled to? 283 29.30 5.50 5 70 
SCB127 127 How many SEK do you usually earn every month in you regular employment 289 28134.76 16919.29 8200 200000 

(everything included) before taxes? 
SCBN30 N30 How much is the total family income after taxes every month? Include financial 277 28000.39 11715.93 8200 95000 

support from the public. 
SCB129A 129a Is it important to be punctual at your work place? 290 1.38 0.49 1 2 
SCB129B 129b Do you have to use a time clock at your work place? 291 1.74 0.44 1 2 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB129C 129c Can you within certain limits decide when you start and end your work at your 292 1.25 0.44 1 2 

workplace? 
SCB129D 129d If you needed to do a private errand, could you leave your work place for about 292 1.17 0.38 1 2 

half an hour without notifying a superior? 
SCB129E 129e Could you receive a private visit at your work place for about 10 minutes? 290 1.05 0.22 1 2 
SCB129F 129f At your work place can you decide your work pace? 287 1.23 0.42 1 2 
SCB130 130 Do you in any way, also as an adviser, take part in any far-reaching decisions at 291 1.30 0.46 1 2 

your work place? Do not count influence as a trade union representative. 
SCB132A 132a To what degree can you influence what tasks you are assigned to do? 292 2.25 1.09 1 5 
SCB132B 132b To what degree can you influence how you shall carry out your work tasks? 290 1.87 1.00 1 5 
SCBN31 N31 Is there any risk for you to be transferred to another job against your will? 290 1.81 0.39 1 2 
SCBN32 N32 Is there any risk for you to be laid off or given notice of dismissal? 292 1.92 0.28 1 2 
SCBN33 N33 How hard or easy would it be for you to get another equivalent employment, 290 2.74 1.14 1 5 

without being forced to move to another area? 
SCN134A 134a At your present workplace, have you or anyone else during the last 12 months 289 2.61 0.55 1 3 

been on sick-leave because of occupational injury/accident at work? 
I 

w 
w 

SCB134B 134b How many days taken together have you been on sick leave because of an 9 145.33 166.38 1 365 I 

occupational injury? 
SCBHSYSS If you have more than one occupation, what is your main occupation? 136 2.03 1.77 1 7 
SCB135A 135a Does one need to be able to lift 30 kg (1 kg ca 2,2 pounds) to do your work? 357 1.56 0.50 1 2 
SCB135D 135d Do you daily perspire a lot because of your work? 357 1.80 0.40 1 2 
SCB135E 135e Is your work mentally demanding? 353 1.44 0.50 1 2 
SCB135G 135g Is your work monotonous? 355 1.88 0.32 1 2 
SCB136A 136a Is your work place noisy? 353 1.68 0.47 1 2 
SCB137A 137a Do you use a computer when you work? 355 1.19 0.39 1 2 
SCB137B 137b How much of your work time is usually spent using a computer? 287 2.26 0.85 1 3 
SCB138B 138b When you work are you forced to use uncomfortable/unnatural body positions? 355 1.59 0.49 1 2 
SCB138C 138c When you work are you exposed to gas, dust, or smoke? 354 1.60 0.49 1 2 
SCB138E 138e When you work are you exposed to forceful shaking and vibrations? 355 1.84 0.37 1 2 
SCB138G 138g When you work are you exposed to poisonous, corrosive, or explosive substances? 354 1.74 0.44 1 2 
SCB82 82 Have you ever been unemployed for more than two months? 355 1.73 0.45 1 2 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB83 83 What year was it when you were unemployed for the last time? 96 73.91 33.50 0 99 
SCB140A 140 How large is your farms' arable land in hectare [hectare:::::: 2,47 acres]? 8 37.38 51.96 2 150 
SCB140B 140 How large is your farms' forest area in hectare? 6 99.50 112.71 0 300 
SCB141 141 Do you have any permanent employees at your farm? Exclude family members not 8 888.00 0.00 888 888 

on payroll. 
SCB142A 142a How many hours a week do you usually spend managing your farm? 8 15.00 26.34 3 80 
SCB144A 144a Did you take a vacation from your farm during 2002? 8 1.50 0.53 1 2 
SCB144B 144b How many weeks of vacation from your farm did you have? 4 4.00 4.00 2 10 
SCB146 146 How many employees does your company employ? Exclude family members not 80 393.65 439.01 1 888 

on company pay roll. 
SCB148B 148b How many times a week do you spend on average running your company? 80 43.67 17.49 1 77 
SCB150A 150a Did you take any vacation from your company during 2002? 81 1.19 0.39 1 2 
SCB150B 150b How many weeks of vacation from running your company did you take? 65 4.31 2.51 1 12 
SCB152B 152b If you are a freelance or are self-employed, on the average, how many hours per 17 10.59 11.36 3 50 

week do you spend working each year? I 
SCB158 158 How many years have you received a pension? 11 9.09 8.44 1 30 w 

~ 

SCB159A 159A When you had gainful employment, what was your main profession/occupation? 2 1.00 0.00 1 1 I 

SCB160A 160a If you now could find employment that suited you, what would you like to have? 8 1.75 0.46 1 2 
SCBN21H N21 How do you judge your general state of health? 393 1.93 0.82 1 5 
SCBN22 N22 How do you judge your general state of health compared to others your own age? 392 2.33 0.88 1 3 
SCB99A 99a Have you been sent to a hospital, nursing home or another health care facility 393 1.94 0.24 1 2 

during the last 12 months? 
SCB99B 99b How many days taken together have you been in a hospital, nursing home or 24 11.33 25.53 1 120 

another health care institution during the last 12 months? 
SCB100A 1 OOa Have you any time during the last 12 months seen a doctor because you had health 393 1.49 0.50 1 2 

problems? Do not include health checks for your drivers' license etc. 
SCBSJ01A SJO 1 a Have you been home from work due to illness during the last 3 months? 379 1.77 0.42 1 2 
SCBSJ01B SJO 1 b How many times [referring to SJO 1 a]? 88 1.24 0.61 1 5 
SCBSJ02 SJ02 How many days [referring to SJOla]? 88 15.97 27.28 1 91 
SCBSJ03A SJ03a During the last 3 months, have you gone to work when you were ill and should 379 1.69 0.46 1 2 

have stayed at home? 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCBSJ03B SJ03bHow many times [referring to SJ03a]? 116 2.34 3.01 1 24 
SCBN34 N34 What is your opinion about gender equality? 390 3.57 1.26 1 5 
SCBN35 N35 How important is gender equality for you? 393 1.75 0.74 1 4 
SCBN36 N36 Does your wife/cohabitant have the same opinion as you about gender equality? 297 1.23 0.64 1 3 
SCBN37 N37 Generally, what percent of the housework in your family do you do? 308 39.12 17.86 0 100 
SCB165 165 During the past year, have household/family responsibilities hindered you from 391 1.93 0.25 1 2 

being productive at work to the extent that you desired? 
SCB170A 170a If you suddenly needed to get 14,000 SEK within a week would you be able to 392 1.05 0.22 1 2 

manage that? [In women's version, this sum is 12,000 SEK] 
SCB170B 170b How would you get that money [refer to 170a]? 364 1.41 0.97 1 5 
SCB171A1 171 a Do you own a car? 393 1.11 0.31 1 2 
SCB171A2 171a Do you own a boat? 391 1.73 0.45 1 2 
SCB171A3 171a Do you own a summerhouse? 391 1.72 0.45 1 2 
SCB171A4 171a Do you own a trailer? 391 1.86 0.35 1 2 
SCBN38 N38 Do you worry about your economic situation? 393 4.12 0.85 1 5 
SCBN40 N40 Have you withdrawn money from your savings during the last year? 392 1.52 0.64 1 3 w 

lJ1 

SCBN41A N41a During the last 12 months, have you been forced to borrow money from relatives 393 1.95 0.23 1 2 I 

and friends in order to buy food? 
SCBN41B N41 b During the last 12 months, have you been forced to borrow money from relatives 387 1.99 0.11 1 2 

or friends in order to pay your rent on time? 
SCBN41C N41 c During the last 12 months, have you been forced to apply for income support in 387 1.99 0.07 1 2 

order to buy food? 
SCBN41D N4ld During the last 12 months, have you been forced to apply for income support in 387 2.00 0.05 1 2 

order to be able to pay your rent on time? 
SCBN41E N41 e During the last 12 months, have you been forced to not pay your rent on time? 387 1.99 0.09 1 2 
SCBN42 N42 Economically, how are you/your family doing? 392 3.56 0.77 1 4 
SCB217 217 In general, how do you rate your living conditions? 393 1.69 0.69 1 5 
SCB218 218 If you look back over the past 10 years, do you think that your living conditions 392 2.18 0.64 1 3 

have declined, improved or stayed about the same? 
SCBN48 N48 Do you feel a sense of belonging to the Swedish society of today? 391 2.24 0.94 1 6 
SCB219A 219a Are you usually able to fmd solutions to problems that others fmd hopeless? 389 1.60 0.54 1 3 



Table Cl continued N M SD Min Max 
SCB219B 219b Do you usually feel that your daily life is a source of personal satisfaction? 391 1.49 0.61 1 3 
SCB219C 219c Do you usually feel that things that occur in your daily life are difficult to 393 2.73 0.48 1 3 

understand? 
SCB219D 219d Do you usually feel that you can control your life? 392 1.25 0.52 1 3 
SCB220 220 If I need to contact you for clarification of your answers, would be OK? 237 1.00 0.00 
SCB223 223 What is your opinion about this interview and the questions? Variable missing for all cases 

I w 
0\ 
I 



Table C2. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the alcohol and drugs handout. 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 
AD01 1 How often do you drink alcohol? 388 2.99 0.85 1 5 
AD02 2 During a day when you drink alcohol, how many glasses of alcohol do you typically drink?377 1.89 0.94 1 5 
AD03 3 How often do you drink 6 such glasses or more on one occasion? 384 1.99 0.79 1 5 
AD04 4 How often do you drink at least a bottle of wine or a corresponding amount at one 387 5.35 1.32 2 7 

occasion? 
AD05 5 How often do you drink so much alcohol that you feel intoxicated? 387 2.12 0.72 1 4 
AD06 6 How often during the last year have you been unable to stop drinking once you have 383 1.14 0.44 1 5 

started? 
AD07 7 How often during the last year have you refrained from doing something you ought to have386 1.22 0.48 1 4 

done due to your drinking? 
ADOS 8 How often during the last year have you needed to drink alcohol in the morning because 386 1.07 0.33 1 5 

you have been drinking the day before? 
AD09 9 How often during the last year have you had feelings of guilt or a bad conscience because 384 1.27 0.53 1 5 I 

of alcohol consumption? 
w 
--.J 
I 

AD10 10 How often during the last year have you drank alcohol to the point that the day after you 385 1.19 0.43 1 4 
were unable to recall what you had said or done? 

ADll 11 During the last year, have you ever drank alcohol in order to relax, fall asleep etc.? 386 1.52 0.74 1 5 
AD12 12 Have you or anybody else been hurt due to your alcohol habits? 386 1.08 0.28 1 3 
AD13 13 Have you ever looked for treatment for your alcohol abuse? 386 1.06 0.25 1 3 
AD14 14 Have you ever been arrested for being drunk in public or for driving while intoxicated? 385 1.14 0.35 1 3 
AD15X 15 Has a relative, a friend, or other in the medical services ever expressed concern over your 386 1.12 0.42 1 3 

drinking or suggested you ought to drink less? 
AD16X 16 Have you ever smoked? 387 1.58 0.78 1 3 
AD17X 17 Have you ever smoked daily for at least 6 months? 385 1.48 0.50 1 2 
AD18X 18 Are you a smoker now? 386 2.61 0.76 1 3 
AD19AX 19 How many cigarettes per day do you usually smoke? 391 3.20 6.81 0 30 
AD19BX 19 How many cigars/cigarillos per week do you usually smoke? 391 0.42 4.26 0 60 
AD19CX 19 How many pipe tobacco packages/wk. (50 g., 1 gram~ .035 oz.) do you usually smoke? 391 0.01 0.12 0 2 
AD20X 20 Do you use snuff or chewing tobacco? 263 1.00 0.00 1 1 



Table C2 continued. N M SD Min Max 
AD20AX 20 How many snuffboxes do you use per week? 391 0.71 1.56 0 7 
AD20BX 20 How many snuffboxes or packages of chewing tobacco do you usually use per week? 391 0.03 0.24 0 3 
AD21AX 21 Have you ever used hashish up to 20 years of age? 376 1.43 0.86 1 5 
AD21BX 21 Have you ever used hashish from 21 years of age to 30 years of age? 355 1.27 0.80 1 5 
AD21CX 21 Have you ever used hashish from 31 years of age to 40 years of age? 345 1.09 0.47 1 5 
AD21DX 21 Have you ever used hashish from 41 years of age to 45 years of age? 343 1.05 0.33 1 5 
AD21EX 21 Have you ever used hashish during the last year? 340 1.01 0.11 1 2 
AD21FX 21 Have you ever used narcotics other than hashish up to 20 years of age? 373 1.09 0.51 1 5 
AD21GX 21 Have you ever used narcotics other than hashish from 21 years of age to 30 years of age? 358 1.11 0.55 1 5 
AD21HX 21 Have you ever used narcotics other than hashish from 31 years of age to 40 years of age? 353 1.04 0.33 1 5 
AD21IX 21 Have you ever used narcotics other than hashish from 41 years of age to 45 years of age? 352 1.01 0.14 1 3 
AD21JX 21 Have you ever used narcotics other than hashish during the last year? 351 1.00 0.05 1 2 

I 
w 
co 
I 



Table C3. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the physical health handout 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 
FH01A 1 Do you suffer from allergic eczema? 365 1.87 0.33 1 2 
FH01B 1 Do you suffer from hay fever? 366 1.81 0.39 1 2 
FH01C 1 Do you suffer from asthma? 354 1.93 0.26 1 2 
FH02A 2a Are you allergic to gluten? 352 1.99 0.11 1 2 
FH02B 2b Are you allergic to milk? 354 1.97 0.16 1 2 
FH02C 2c Are you allergic to other kinds of food than the above mentioned? 354 1.95 0.23 1 2 
FH02D 2d Are you allergic to pollen? 374 1.80 0.40 1 2 
FH02E 2e Are you allergic to pets? 367 1.85 0.36 1 2 
FH02F 2f Are you allergic to nickel? 355 1.97 0.17 1 2 
FH02G 2g Are you allergic to something other than the above mentioned? 361 1.87 0.34 1 2 
FH03 3 How many times in your life have you been admitted to a hospital? 390 2.69 1.37 1 5 
FH04 4 Do you currently that any medicine which is available on prescription only? 391 1.27 0.45 1 2 
FHOSA Sa Have you been or are you suffering from high blood pressure? 383 1.87 0.34 1 2 I 

FHOSB Sb Have you been or are you suffering from diabetes? 384 1.98 0.15 1 2 w 
1.0 

FHOSC Sc Have you been or are you suffering from a deep thrombus in your tight or your calf? 382 1.98 0.12 1 2 I 

FHOSD Sd Have you been or are you suffering from a cerebral hemorrhage? 382 1.99 0.07 1 2 
FHOSE Se Have you been or are you suffering from a heart attack? 381 1.99 0.10 1 2 
FHOSF Sf Have you been or are you suffering from rheumatoid arthritis? 380 1.98 0.13 1 2 
FHOSG Sg Have you been or are you suffering from ulcerative colitis? 380 1.99 0.09 1 2 
FHOSH Sh Have you been or are you suffering from psoriasis? 382 1.96 0.21 1 2 
FHOSI Si Have you been or are you suffering from multiple sclerosis? 382 2.00 0.05 1 2 
FHOSJ Sj Have you been or are you suffering from cancer? 382 1.98 0.14 I 2 
FHOSK Sk Have you been or are you suffering from fibromyalgia/fibrositis? 381 2.00 0.05 I 2 
FHOSL 51 Have you been or are you suffering from a depression for more than 14 days? 383 1.87 0.33 1 2 
FHOSM Sm Have you been or are you suffering from asthma? 382 1.93 0.25 1 2 
FHOSN Sn Have you been or are you suffering from bronchial catarrh? 382 1.96 0.19 1 2 
FH050 5o Have you been or are you suffering from exophthalmic goiter? 382 1.99 0.07 I 2 
FH05P Sp Have you been or are you suffering from epilepsy? 381 1.99 0.11 I 2 
FHOSQ1 Sq Have you been or are you suffering from fractures in a wrist? 378 1.85 0.36 I 2 



Table C3 continued. N M SD Min Max 
FH05Q2 5q Have you been or are you suffering from fractures in the neck of the femur? 363 1.98 0.14 1 2 
FH05Q3 5q Have you been or are you suffering from fractures in a vertebra? 365 1.98 0.13 1 2 
FH05R 5r Have you been or are you suffering from burnout? 382 1.90 0.30 1 2 
FH05S 5s Have you been or are you suffering from Crohn's disease? 382 1.99 0.09 1 2 
FH05T 5t Have you been or are you suffering from a thrombus in your brain? 382 1.99 0.07 1 2 
FH05U 5u Have you been or are you suffering from a thrombus in a lung (pulmonary embolism)? 381 2.00 0.05 1 2 
FH05V 5v Have you been or are you suffering from hypothyroidism? 380 1.99 0.09 1 2 
FH05X 5x Have you been or are you suffering from any other chronic or serious illness? 380 1.93 0.26 1 2 
FH06A 6a During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered with stomach pains or aches? 388 3.50 0.70 1 4 
FH06B 6b During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by headaches? 389 3.33 0.69 1 4 
FH06C 6c During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by palpitations? 387 3.81 0.46 2 4 
FH06D 6d During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by sleep problems? 389 3.33 0.76 1 4 
FH06E 6e During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by shortness of breath? 387 3.94 0.30 1 4 
FH06F 6f During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by chest pains or pressure? 388 3.82 0.42 2 4 
FH06G 6g During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by dizziness? 389 3.84 0.39 2 4 
FH06H 6h During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling ill? 388 3.79 0.42 2 4 

I 
~ 
0 

FH06I 6i During the last 3-4 wks, how often have you been bothered with leg, neck, & shoulder aches? 388 3.08 1.05 1 4 I 

FH06J 6j During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by back pain/discomfort? 388 3.23 0.95 1 4 
FH06K 6k During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by skin problems and itching? 388 3.61 0.81 1 4 
FH06L 61 During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling down? 389 3.59 0.67 1 4 
FH06M 6m During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling restless? 387 3.61 0.64 1 4 
FH06N 6n During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feeling nervous and anxious? 388 3.57 0.63 1 4 
FH060 6o During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feelings of fatigue? 388 3.44 0.70 1 4 
FH06P 6p During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by problems with relaxing? 386 3.50 0.68 1 4 
FH06Q 6q During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by feelings of powerlessness? 388 3.63 0.65 1 4 
FH06R 6r During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by apathy & passivity? 388 3.65 0.57 1 4 
FH06S 6s During the last 3-4 weeks, how often have you been bothered by a desire to isolate yourself? 389 3.74 0.53 1 4 
FH07 7 Do you feel burned out? 386 1.41 0.74 1 5 
FH08 8 Have you during the last 3 months used painkillers? 387 1.59 0.60 1 3 
FH09 9 Have you during the last 3 months used tranquillizers or sleeping pills? 387 1.08 0.35 1 3 
FHlO 10 Have YQU duting_fue lag}_l!lQll.ths used. vitcu:nins, minerals or any other like supplements? 387 1.55 0.77 1 3 



Table C3 continued. N M SD Min Max 
FHll 11 How would you describe your own health? 388 2.06 0.90 1 5 
FH12A 12a Do you usually feel that you are in control over your situation in life? 388 4.66 0.99 1 6 
FH12B 12b When you look back upon your life are you satisfied with the way things have turned out? 388 4.39 1.04 1 6 
FH12C 12c Has it been difficult and demanding for you to maintain close relationships? 389 2.11 1.17 1 6 
FH12D 12d Does the demands of everyday life often makes you feel down? 388 1.85 1.00 1 6 
FH12E 12e Do you take one day at a time without concerning yourself too much about the future? 389 2.83 1.34 1 6 
FH12F 12f Are you rather good at handle everyday obligations and duties? 389 4.53 1.05 1 6 
FH12G 12g Is it important to gain new experiences that challenge your opinions yourself & the world? 389 4.23 1.23 1 6 
FH12H 12h Do you like most of your personality traits? 390 4.18 0.91 1 6 
FH121 12i Do you have a tendency to be influenced by persons with strong opinions? 390 2.33 0.99 1 6 
FH12J 12j Do you in several ways feel dissatisfied with what you have achieved in life? 390 1.84 0.92 1 6 
FH12K 12k Would people describe you as generous & as one who cares about spending time with others? 390 3.96 1.07 1 6 
FH12L 121 Do you believe in your own opinions even if they are contrary to what everybody else thinks? 390 4.16 1.18 1 6 
FH12M 12m Have you only experienced a few warm and trusting relationships in your life? 390 2.06 1.21 1 6 
FH12N 12n Would you agree that you are not a person who wanders through life without a plan? 390 3.96 1.54 1 6 i 

FH120 12o Has life for you been a constant process of learning and development? 389 3.82 1.40 1 6 :: 
FH12P 12p Do you sometimes feel that you have already done everything that is to be done in life? 390 1.83 0.98 1 6 I 

FH12Q 12q Has it been a long time since you stopped making any big changes/improvements in your life? 389 1.93 1.01 1 6 
FH12R 12r Do you judge yourself, not on what others think, but rather on what you think is important? 390 4.27 1.23 1 6 
FH13 13 Do you use eyeglasses? 389 1.74 0.44 1 2 
FH13YR 13 How many years have you been using eyeglasses? 392 11.04 13.59 0 44 
FH14 14 Do you use contacts? 391 1.12 0.32 1 2 
FH14YR 14 How many years have you been using contacts? 391 1.81 6.19 0 33 
FH15 15 Do have impaired hearing? 391 1.18 0.38 1 2 
FH15YR 15 How many years have you had impaired hearing? 391 3.08 8.82 0 47 
FH16YR 16 How many times have you unintentionally lost 5 kg or more (1 kg ca 2,2 pounds)? 391 0.50 1.74 0 20 
FH17YR 17 How many times have you in order to lose weight lost 5 kg or more? 391 0.85 1.82 0 11 
FH18 18 How tall are you in em (1 em ~ 0.40 in)? 390 180.50 6.66 152 198 
FH19 19 How many kg do you weigh? 389 85.31 12.64 54 135 



Table C4. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the partner relations handout 

Variable 
SR17 
SR18 
SR19 
SR22 
SR23 

# Question 
1 Does your partner in life speak to you about her/his problems? 
2 How warmly do you feel for your partner in life? 
3 How do you and your partner in life get along? 
4 If you were to give an overall picture of your relationship, how is the atmosphere? 
5 If you consider this last month, how often did you spontaneously hug or kiss each other? 

N 
301 
301 
301 
298 
301 

M 
1.34 
1.27 
4.39 
4.74 
4.23 

SD Min Max 
0.51 1 3 
0.51 1 4 
0.76 1 5 
1.08 1 6 
1.08 1 5 

I 
-1>
N 
I 



Table CS. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the trouble with neck, shoulder, and back handout 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 
BENA01 1 Have you ever had neck troubles (feelings of pain, aches, or discomfort)? 352 1.61 0.49 1 2 
BENA02 2 Have you ever had an accident where you damaged your neck? 215 1.18 0.38 1 2 
BENA03 3 Have you ever because of neck problems changed your occupation or your work tasks? 215 1.11 0.33 1 3 
BENA04 4 How long have you taken together had neck problems during the last 12 months? 216 2.58 1.25 1 5 
BENAOSA Sa In the last 12 months, have you been less active at work or home chores due to neck problems? 177 1.14 0.35 1 2 
BENAOSB Sb Have you due to neck problems become less active in your spare time during the last 12 months? 173 1.25 0.44 1 2 
BENA06 6 In the last 12 months, altogether how long have you not been able to perform at work/ household 171 1.28 0.71 1 4 

chores due to neck problems? 
BENA07 7 Have you because of neck problems been examined or treated by a physician, physical therapist, 176 1.31 0.46 1 2 

chiropractor or other during the last 12 months? 
BENA08 8 Have you had neck problems anytime during the last 7 days? 176 1.42 0.50 1 2 
BESA10 10 Have you ever had shoulder or shoulder joint problems (pain, aching, discomfort able feelings)? 349 1.56 0.50 1 2 
BESA11 11 Have you ever had an accident where you damaged your shoulders/shoulder joints? 193 1.50 0.88 1 4 I 

J:,.. 
BESA12 12 Have you ever because of shoulders/shoulder joint problems changed your job or work tasks? 191 1.17 0.37 1 2 w 

I 
BESA13 13 Have you had problems with your shoulders/shoulder joints during the last 12 months? 192 2.37 1.16 1 4 
BESA14 14 In the last 12 months, altogether how long have you had shoulder/shoulder joint problems? 134 2.41 1.02 1 4 
BESA15A 15a In the last 12 months, have you been less active at work or home chores due to should problems? 134 1.24 0.43 1 2 
BESA15B 15b In the last 12 months, have you been less active in your spare-time due to shoulder/shoulder joint 135 1.42 0.50 1 2 

problems. 
BESA16 16 During the last 12 months, altogether how long have you not been able to do your job or household 135 1.47 0.95 1 4 

chores due to your shoulders? 
BESA17 17 Have you because of shoulder problems been examined or treated by a physician, physical 136 1.30 0.46 1 2 

therapist, chiropractor or other during the last 12 months? 
BESA18 18 Have you had problems with your shoulders/shoulder joints anytime during the last 7 days? 137 1.89 1.10 1 4 
BELR01 1 Have you ever had back lumbar problems (aching, discomfort able feelings)? 347 1.67 0.47 1 2 
BELR02 2 Have you ever been admitted to a hospital due to back lumbar problems? 232 1.09 0.28 1 2 
BELR03 3 Have you ever changed your occupation or work tasks due to back lumbar problems? 233 1.16 0.37 1 2 
BELR04 4 During the last 12 months, altogether how long have you had problems with your back lumbar? 233 2.46 1.24 1 5 
BELROSA Sa In the last 12 months, have you been less active at work or home chores due to back problems? 172 1.29 0.46 1 2 



Table C5 continued. N 
BELR05B 5b In the last 12 months, have you been less active in your spare-time due to back lumbar problems? 174 
BELR06 6 During the 12 months, altogether how long have you not been able to do your job or home chores 173 

due to back problems. 
BELR07 7 Have you because of back problems been examined or treated by a physician, physical therapist, 174 

chiropractor or other during the last 12 months? 
BELR08 8 Have you had any back lumbar problems during the last 7 days? 174 

M SD 
1.52 0.50 
1.55 0.87 

1.40 0.49 

1.45 0.50 

Min 
1 
1 

1 

1 

Max 
2 
4 

2 

2 
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Table C6. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the feelings and emotions leave-after 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 
PN01 1 Do you generally feel interested? 349 3.93 0.66 1 5 
PN02 2 Are you generally easily to irritate? 348 2.33 0.94 1 5 
PN03 3 Do you generally feel uninterested? 348 1.95 0.80 1 5 
PN04 4 Do you generally feel alert? 348 3.53 0.72 1 5 
PN05 5 Do you generally feel eager? 348 3.13 0.91 1 5 
PN06 6 Do you generally feel ashamed? 348 1.54 0.76 1 4 
PN07 7 Do you generally feel dissatisfied? 349 1.98 0.90 1 5 
PN08 8 Do you generally feel inspired? 349 3.61 0.75 1 5 
PN09 9 Do you generally feel strong? 348 3.66 0.78 1 5 
PNlO 10 Do you generally feel nervous? 349 1.91 0.93 1 5 
PN11 11 Do you generally feel guilty? 348 1.70 0.92 1 5 
PN12 12 Do you generally feel decisive? 349 3.52 0.77 1 5 
PN13 13 Do you generally feel momentarily frightened? 349 1.47 0.74 1 5 I 

PN14 14 Do you generally feel attentive? 347 3.76 0.75 1 5 ~ 
U1 

PN15 15 Do you generally feel hostile? 349 1.54 0.75 1 4 I 

PN16 16 Do you generally feel tense? 349 2.08 1.02 1 5 
PN17 17 Do you generally feel enthusiastic? 348 3.54 0.83 1 5 
PN18 18 Do you generally feel that you are a hard-working person? 349 3.66 0.86 1 5 
PN19 19 Do you generally feel proud? 349 3.61 0.80 1 5 
PN20 20 Do you generally feel afraid? 349 1.51 0.70 1 4 
HF03 21 How happy or satisfied have you been with your life during the last 12 months? 344 2.87 0.99 1 6 



Table C7. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the work-related attitudes and experiences leave-after 

Variable# Question N M SD Min Max 
AA01 1 Does it happen that you work under unacceptable time pressure? 316 3.63 1.21 1 5 
AA02 2 Do you have so many different tasks that it affects your ability to work effectively? 317 3.72 1.25 1 5 
AA03 3 Does it happen that time pressure forces you to make a worse job than you would do under other 317 3.92 1.21 1 5 

circumstances? 
AA04 4 Do you agree that your work is made more difficult by conflicting demands from different people 317 2.48 1.26 1 5 

inside and outside the company? 
AA05 5 Can you decide for yourself when you shall do different work tasks? 318 3.61 1.06 1 5 
AA06 6 Are the contacts between the members of your work group open and direct? 315 4.02 0.89 1 5 
AA07 7 Does your work constantly demand that you learn to understand things on a deeper level? 318 3.38 1.18 1 5 
AA08 8 Do you know what area of responsibility your have in your work? 318 4.53 0.72 1 5 
AA09 9 Can you decide for yourself how to organize your work? 316 3.88 0.97 1 5 
AA10 10 Would you agree that contradictory directives and demands makes your work harder? 316 2.35 1.12 1 5 
AA11 11 Do you think that your work is very varied? 316 3.99 1.03 1 5 I 

AA12 12 Would you agree that it is a good feeling of solidarity in your work group? 314 4.13 0.84 1 5 ~ 

"" 
AA13 13 Is it possible for you to take own initiatives in your work? 316 4.38 0.79 1 5 I 

AA14 14 Can you decide yourself how much time you spend on different work tasks? 315 3.63 1.14 1 5 
AA15 15 Do you have a clear view of which work tasks that belongs to your position? 316 4.44 0.81 1 5 
AA16 16 Do you think it is hard to combine demands from different people at your place of work? 315 2.57 1.15 1 5 
AA17 17 Do you agree that you always are learning something new in your work? 316 3.74 1.04 1 5 
AA18 18 Do you think that your work goals are uncertain and unclear? 316 1.71 0.89 1 5 
AA19 19 Do you agree that work colleagues help and support each other to get work done? 312 3.94 0.85 1 5 
AA20 20 Do you agree that you have sufficient influence in your work? 315 4.09 0.86 1 5 
AA21 21 Do you get tasks to do that conflict with each other by two or more people in your workplace? 315 1.97 1.06 1 5 
AA22 22 Are your work expectations clear and legible? 316 3.91 1.02 1 5 
AA23 23 Do you decide your own pace of work? 316 3.60 1.15 1 5 
AA24 24 Do you think that your supervisors respect their subordinates as human beings? 301 3.29 0.84 1 4 
AA25 25 Do you think that your supervisors plan carefully? 301 2.71 0.85 1 4 
AA26 26 Do you think that your supervisors have ideas of changes and development? 301 2.75 0.79 1 4 
AA27 27 Do you think that your supervisors show consideration? 300 2.95 0.86 1 4 



Table C7 continued. N M SD Min Max 
AA28 28 Do you think your supervisors are careful that everything should go according to plan? 300 2.91 0.79 1 4 
AA29 29 Do you think that your supervisors take an active part in the development of the company? 300 2.68 0.86 1 4 
AA30 30 Do you think that your supervisor allows their subordinates to make decisions? 299 2.92 0.86 1 4 
AA31 31 Do you think that your supervisors give clear directives and instructions? 300 2.62 0.82 1 4 
AA32 32 Do you think that your supervisors start projects of change? 299 2.41 0.86 1 4 
AA33 33 Do you think that your supervisors trust their subordinates? 299 3.41 0.77 1 4 
AA34 34 Do you think that your supervisors follow and check the work of their subordinates carefully? 300 2.48 0.87 1 4 
AA35 35 Do you think that your supervisors try new ways of doing things and do experiments? 300 2.20 0.85 1 4 
AA36 36 Do you think that your supervisors treat their subordinates as they were their friends/buddies? 300 3.17 0.82 1 4 
AA37 37 Do you think that your supervisors are careful with following principles and rules? 300 2.93 0.83 1 4 
AA38 38 Do you think that your supervisors tell their subordinates thoughts and plans for the future? 300 2.70 0.88 1 4 
AA39 39 When you have taken initiative in your work place, are you told what other people think about it? 306 2.61 1.04 1 5 
AA40 40 Do you get constructive evaluations about your work performance? 306 2.87 0.97 1 5 
AA41 41 Are you appreciated enough for the work you perform? 306 2.77 1.01 1 5 
AA42 42 Do you usually get help with your work when you need to get something done quickly? 305 2.43 1.06 1 5 I 
AA43 43 Can you rely on that you will get the practical help you need when your work is difficult? 305 2.25 1.01 1 5 +:--

--.1 

AA44 44 Do you usually get help with your work when you encounter problems? 305 2.26 0.97 1 5 I 

AA45 45 At my present job, this is how I feel about being able to keep busy all the time. 308 4.14 0.75 2 5 
AA46 46 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chance to work alone on the job. 308 3.91 0.90 1 5 
AA47 47 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chance to do different things from time to time. 309 3.85 0.88 1 5 
AA48 48 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chance to be "somebody'' in the community. 309 3.61 0.90 1 5 
AA49 49 At my present job, this is how I feel about the way your boss [supervisor] handles his men 296 3.53 1.07 1 5 

[subordinates]. 
AA50 50 At my present job, this is how I feel about the competence of my supervisor in making decisions. 294 3.40 1.13 1 5 
AA51 51 At my present job, this is how I feel about being able to do things that doesn't go against my 305 3.86 0.98 1 5 

conscience. 
AA52 52 At my present job, this is how I feel about the way my job provides for study employment 303 3.91 1.08 1 5 

[job security]. 
AA53 53 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chance to do things for other people. 307 4.21 0.77 2 5 
AA54 54 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chance to tell people what to do. 305 3.64 0.80 1 5 
AA55 55 At my present job,this is ho~_I feeJ~bQut the chanc~ to do work that makes use of my abilities. 309 4.08 0.83 1 5 



Table C7 continued. N M SD Min Max 
AA56 56 At my present job, this is how I feel about the way company policies are put into practices. 304 3.42 1.10 1 5 
AA57 57 At my present job, this is how I feel about my pay and the amount of work I do. 309 3.09 1.16 1 5 
AA58 58 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chances for advancement on this job. 307 3.16 1.02 1 5 
AA59 59 At my present job, this is how I feel about the freedom to use my own judgment. 309 4.11 0.86 1 5 
AA60 60 At my present job, this is how I feel about the chance to try my own methods of doing the job. 310 3.96 0.88 1 5 
AA61 61 At my present job, this is how I feel about the [physical] working conditions. 310 3.53 1.03 1 5 
AA62 62 At my present job, this is how I feel about 5h3 2qy my co-workers get along with each other. 308 4.10 0.82 2 5 
AA63 63 At my present job, this is how I feel about the praise I get for doing a good job. 309 3.31 1.00 1 5 
AA64 64 At my present job, this is how I feel about the feeling of accomplishment I get from the job. 309 3.81 0.91 1 5 
AA65 65 Do you feel that you are comfortable at your work place? 315 4.08 0.84 1 5 
AA66 66 Would you gladly spend the rest of your working life in the company that you work for today? 314 3.31 1.17 1 5 
AA67 67 Do several of the most important events of your life have a connection to your present work? 315 2.69 1.29 1 5 
AA68 68 Do you want to resign from your present employment? 309 1.79 1.09 1 5 
AA69 69 Do you worry about being given notice in the next year? 310 1.59 1.07 1 5 
AA70 70 Do you live for your work? 315 2.52 1.26 1 5 
AA71 71 Are you satisfied with the work you have? 314 3.84 0.95 1 5 

I 
~ 
co 

AA72 72 Do you like telling friends and acquaintances what company/organization you work for? 315 3.26 1.23 1 5 I 

AA73 73 Do most of the things that interests you in life have a connection to your work? 315 2.09 1.08 1 5 
AA74 74 If you could choose freely, disregarding the labor market for example, would you resign from your 306 2.42 1.39 1 5 

job? 
AA75 75 Do you worry that you will have to quit your job earlier than you desire? 313 2.03 1.29 1 5 
AA76 76 Do you have strong ties to your present work that would be hard to cut? 315 2.63 1.35 1 5 
AA77 77 Do you often feel that the company's! organization's problems are the same as your own problems? 314 2.22 1.33 1 5 
AA78 78 Are you actively looking for other work? 314 1.49 0.93 1 5 
AA79 79 Do you feel satisfied with your work? 313 3.92 0.92 1 5 
AA80 80 Are most of the personal goals in life connected to your present employment? 314 2.30 1.19 1 5 
AA81 81 Is there any risk that you will be transferred under the next year? 311 1.78 1.16 1 5 
AA82 82 Does the company/organization you work for have great personal importance for you? 313 2.85 1.34 1 5 
AA83 83 Do you think that your present employment plays a central part in your life? 314 3.28 1.17 1 5 



Table C8. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the experiences of current unemployment leave-after 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 
AN01YEAR 1 How many years have you been out of work since the last time you had a job? Do not include 18 1.11 1.78 0 6 

labor market employment assistance measures. 
AN01MONT 1 How many months have you been out of work since the last time you had a job? Do not include 18 3.06 3.65 0 11 

labor market employment assistance measures. 
AN02 2 Are you currently taking part, of any kind, in any labor market employment assistance 17 1.88 0.33 1 2 

measure? 
AN03A1 3 Do you currently have a temporary training position [ALU]? Partly funded by the public, Variable missing for all cases 

aiming at keeping unemployed in touch with labor market. 
AN03A2 3 Do you currently work as a substitute for an employee who is undergoing training/education Variable missing for all cases 

[utbildningsvikariet] and is your employment partly funded by the public? 
AN03A3 3 Are you currently employed in a position specified for those 17-20 years of age and that is Variable missing for all cases 

partly funded by the public [ungdomspraktik]? 
AN03A4 3 Are you currently doing emergency public work? Variable missing for all cases I 

+:--
AN03A5 3 Are you currently in labor market training? 1 5.00 0.00 5 5 1.0 

I 
AN03A6 3 Are you taking part in any other kinds of employment measures? In that case, what kind? 2 6.00 0.00 6 6 
AN04 4 Have you earlier taken part of any kind of employment measures? 18 1.50 0.51 1 2 
AN05A1 5 Have you earlier had a temporary training position? Employment partly funded by public, 6 1.00 0.00 1 1 

trying to keep unemployed in touch with labor market. 
AN05A2 5 Have you earlier worked as a substitute for an employee undergoing training/education and was Variable missing for all cases 

your employment partly funded by the public? 
AN05A3 5 Have you earlier had employment specifically for people that are 17-20 that was partly funded Variable missing for all cases 

by the public? 
AN05A4 5 Have you earlier been doing emergency public work? 4 4.00 0.00 4 4 
AN05A5 5 Have you earlier been in labor market training? 1 5.00 0.00 5 5 
AN05A6 5 Have you earlier taken part in another kind of employment measure? In that case, what kind? Variable missing for all cases 
AN06 6 Are you part- time or full-time unemployed? 18 1.17 0.38 1 2 
AN07A1 7 Is your wife/cohabitant full-time or part-time unemployed for the moment? 2 1.00 0.00 1 1 
AN07A2 7 Is one or both of your parents full-time or part-time unemployed for the moment? Variable missing for all cases 
AN07A3 7 Is one or more ofyo'Uf children full-time or Part-time unemploy~d for the moment? Variable missing for all cases 



Table C8 continued. N M SD Min Max 
AN07 A4 7 Is one or more of your sibling's full-time or part-time unemployed for the moment? Variable missing for all cases 
AN07 A5 7 Is no one in your family currently full-time or part-time unemployed? 16 5.00 0.00 5 5 
AN08A 8 Have you ever been unemployed previously? I8 1.22 0.43 1 2 
AN08GGR 8 How many times have you been unemployed? I8 3.72 5.58 0 22 
AN09 9 What is the reason you were unemployed the last time? 18 3.67 1.08 2 5 
ANI 0 I 0 What did you do during the period of your life before your present unemployment? I8 1.6I 1.20 I 4 
ANI IA II Have you ever had gainful employment? 18 1.00 0.00 I I 
ANII YEAR II How many years altogether have you had gainful employment? 18 24.67 3.94 I7 30 
AN12 I2 What kind of employment did you have the last time you were employed? 18 4.50 2.64 2 8 
AN13AI 13 Have you been helped by the Swedish public employment agency with vocational guidance? 2 1.00 0.00 I I 
ANI3A2 13 Have you been helped by the Swedish public employment agency to get employment as a 1 2~0 0~0 2 2 

trainee? 
AN13A3 
AN13A4 

I3 Have you been helped by the Swedish public employment agency to train your ability to work? Variable missing for all cases 

AN13A5 
ANI3A6 

ANI3A7 

ANI4 

ANI SA 

ANI5B 

ANI5C 

AN15D 
ANISE 

I3 When you have been looking for a job has the Swedish public employment agency helped you 4 4.00 0.00 4 4 
with practical things? 

13 Have you been helped by the Swedish public employment agency to get additional education? 
I3 Have you been helped by the Swedish public employment agency by support and 

encouragement? 
13 Have you been helped by the Swedish public employment agency in any other way than the 

above mentioned? Describe. 
I4 During the last I2 months, have you been given financial unemployment support from the 

government? 
I5a Have you during your current unemployment received unemployment benefits from your 

unemployment insurance [A-kassa]? 

IO 

I8 

17 

5.00 
6.00 

7.00 

1.22 

l.I2 

I5b Have you during your current unemployment received cash unemployment allowance [KAS]? I6 I.94 
For people not members of the unemployment benefits society 

I5c Have you during your current unemployment received an educational allowance 
[ utbildningsbidrag]? 

I5d Have you during your current unemployment received public assistance (socialbidrag)? 
I5e Have you during your current unemployment received temporary disability pension 

[ sjukersiittning]? 

15 

16 
I5 

1.87 

1.87 
1.80 

0.00 5 
0.00 6 

0.00 7 

0.43 

0.33 

0.25 

0.35 

0.34 
0.4I 

5 
6 

7 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

I 
\J1 
0 
I 



Table C8 continued. N M SD Min Max 
AN15F 15f Have you during your current unemployment received part time pension? 15 2.00 0.00 2 2 
AN15G 15g Have you during your current unemployment received parental allowance [foriildrarapenning]? 15 1.93 0.26 1 2 
AN15H 15h Have you during your current unemployment received any other kind of governmental 15 2.00 0.00 2 2 

economic support? Describe. 
AN16 16 How is the economic situation for you/your family? 17 2.82 0.73 2 4 
AN17 17 Have you or your family been forced to take money from your savings since you became 18 1.78 0.73 1 3 

unemployed? 
AN18 18 Have you since you became unemployed been forced to take a loan to handle your expenses? 18 1.89 0.32 1 2 
AN19 19 Have you since you became unemployed gone to the social services office in order to obtain 18 1.83 0.38 1 2 

social allowance? 
AN20 20 Have you since you became unemployed been given money from your parents, your extended 18 1.78 0.43 1 2 

family or your friends in order to cope with your expenses? 
AN21 21 Are you a member of a labor union? 18 1.17 0.38 1 2 
AN22 22 fu general, what is your opinion about labor unions? 15 2.73 1.03 1 5 
AN23 23 Disregarding other things in your life, how has your unemployment affected you mentally? 18 2.89 0.83 1 4 
AN24 24 How do ~ou look UEon ~our future chances of getting a job? 18 3.44 1.25 1 5 

I 
U1 

I 



Table C9. Basic descriptive results for each variable in the life satisfaction leave-after 

Variable # Question N M SD Min Max 
LS01A 1a How satisfied are you with your working conditions? 340 5.84 1.68 1 8 
LS01B 1b Compared to other areas of your life, how important are your working conditions for you? 340 6.01 1.53 1 8 
LS02A 2a How satisfied are you with your spare time? 346 6.07 1.64 1 8 
LS02B 2b Compared to other areas of your life, how important is your spare time for you? 345 6.84 1.06 3 8 
LS03A 3a How satisfied are you with your family life? 327 6.28 1.64 1 8 
LS03B 3b Compared to other areas of your life, how important is your family life for you? 327 7.26 0.98 3 8 
LS04A 4a How satisfied are you with your relationship to friends and acquaintances? 346 6.17 1.46 1 8 
LS04B 4b Compared to other areas of your life, how important are your relationships to friends and 346 6.31 1.29 2 8 

acquaintances? 
LS05A Sa How do you like your present life? 344 6.15 1.57 1 8 
LS05B 5b How meaningful do you feel that your life is? 345 6.39 1.48 1 8 
LS05C 5c Is your life better or worse than you thought it would when you were about 25 yrs. old? 344 5.58 1.59 1 8 
LS05D 5d In 5 years, do believe your life will be better or worse compared to your life now. 345 5.80 1.26 1 8 

I 
LL01 Draw a line representing positive or negative things that have happened during your life. 349 0.96 0.2 0 1 V1 

N 
LL01TXT Explain in words the meaning of your "life line" 349 0.59 0.49 0 1 I 

LL06 6 Think of the last 6 months, of all the important things that have happened to you, have they 342 2.91 1.38 1 7 
mainly been positive or mainly negative? 

LL07 7 Was your childhood generally happy or unhappy? 345 2.57 0.90 1 6 
LL08 8 How were your conditions when you grew up compared to your peers? 346 2.36 0.95 1 6 
LL09 9 Did you for any extended period of time live together with anybody else than your parents? 344 1.06 0.25 1 2 
LL10A 10 [if 2/yes on LL09] When you did not live with your parents, did you live in foster care? 5 1.00 0.00 1 1 
LL10B 10 [if 2/yes on LL09] When you did not live with your parents, did you live with relatives? 8 1.00 0.00 1 1 
LLlOC 10 [if 2/yes on LL09] Was it because you moved away from home at an early age? Give age. 12 1.00 0.00 1 1 
LL10D 10 [if2/yes on LL09] Was it because you had a "difficult" time when you grew up? 5 1.00 0.00 1 1 
LL10TXT 10 If you had a "difficult" time when you grew up, describe it here. 347 0.03 0.17 0 1 
LL10AEND 10 What year did you stop living in a foster home? 347 0.16 1.61 0 17 
LL10ASTA 10 What year did you begin living in a foster home? 347 0.09 1.14 0 16 
LL10BEND 10 What year did you stop living with relatives? 347 0.24 1.79 0 19 
LL10BSTA 10 What year did you start living with relatives? 347 0.16 1.30 0 15 



Table C9 continued. 
LL1 OCSTA 10 What year did you move away from home at an early age? 
LL11 11 How old were you when you moved away from home? [if IP answered 1/no to LL09] 
LL12 12 Did you live together with anyone else after you had moved away from home? 
LL12TXT 12 After you moved away, did you live with anyone who was not a girlfriend or friend? Describe. 
LL13 13 What was the main reason for moving away from home? 
LL13TXT 13 Did you have any other reason for moving away that was not included above? Describe. 

N M 
347 0.62 
349 19.71 
344 1.48 
347 0.03 
331 2.91 
347 0.28 

SD 
3.32 
2.89 
0.70 
0.18 
0.88 
0.45 

Min Max 
0 25 
0 31 
1 4 
0 1 
1 4 
0 1 

I 
ln 
w 
I 


